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1. Introduction
The investigation of the ancient town and temples of Elephantine carried out by the German
Archaeological Institute Cairo (DAI) in cooperation with the Swiss Institute for Egyptian Building
Archaeology (Swiss Institute) since 1969 was continued from October 13th, 2015 to May 31st, 20161.
In the settlement the DAI continued its archaeometric project “Realities of Life” in the ancient northwestern town (section 2). Between autumn 2015 and summer 2016, two seasons of excavation and
one study season dedicated to the finds were conducted. The Swiss Institute resumed the excavation
of a building to the south of the sanctuary of Heqaib in the framework of its study of the New Kingdom
town of the island. In the Khnum temple area work concentrated on various aspects of the late temple,
its precinct and its furnishings (section 3).
In addition, several projects were conducted aimed at the study of objects and object groups. The DAI
completed the investigation of the relief blocks from the New Kingdom temple of Khnum (section 4).
During the clearance of debris a stela of Senwosret III was found (section 5). The study of the
decoration of the Greco-Roman temples of Elephantine was continued (section 6). The Swiss Institute
continued the conservation and rebuilding of the temple of Osiris Nesmeti (section 7). In cooperation
with the IFAO the DAI conducted a project on the context and objects of the early periods of the
history of Elephantine through functional settlement analysis (section 8) and a project on flint objects
and their functional analysis (section 9).
In addition the DAI, in cooperation with the Aswan inspectorate and the Nubian Museum, made major
efforts this season to improve the relationship between the archaeologists and the inhabitants of the
area of Aswan and to provide training for our local colleagues in archaeological fieldwork and public
relations (section 10–11).
(S.J.S.)
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2. The p
project “Rea
alities of Life
e” – excavattions in the north-weste
ern town of Elephantine
e
a) Aims and method
dology of th
he project
During itts now close
e to 50 yearrs of excava
ations on Ele
ephantine the
e DAI has bbeen able to obtain a
thorough
h overview over the histo
ory and deve lopment of th
he ancient to
own, its tempples, fortifications and
settleme
ent. However, a more detailed insig
ght into the daily
d
life of the inhabitaants of this long-term
l
settleme
ent is still wa
anting. There
efore, the DA
AI initiated th
he project “R
Realities of LLife – A Syn
nthesis of
Archaeo
ology and Na
atural Sciences (Archaeo metry)” in au
utumn 2013. General aim
ms and methods were
set durin
ng a workshop in 2014, described in
n the report of the excav
vation of thee previous ye
ear2. The
project ffocuses in itss principal re
esearch stag
ge on a so far
f unexcava
ated area off the Middle Kingdom
town of Elephantine in the north--western secction of the ancient
a
settle
ement (Fig. 11). Additiona
ally to the
above sttated aim, itts methodolo
ogical framew
work is an update
u
to the
e so far praccticed archa
aeological
fieldworkk of the DAI on Elephan
ntine Island. The same archaeologic
a
cal and arch aeometrical methods
n be applied
may then
d on other ex
xcavations off the DAI all over Egypt, of course wiith adjustmen
nts to the
individua
al circumstan
nces of each site and pro
oject. Throug
gh this the DA
AI hopes to eenable comp
parison of
3
the Aswa
an area to otther Egyptian
n settlementss, and vice versa,
v
both in
n results andd in methodo
ology4.

1: Plan of Ele
ephantine arc
chaeologicall site with sho
owing features around thhe focal area of the
Fig. 1
“Realitiies of Life”-project. Outlin
ned in green:: trench exca
avated from autumn
a
20133 until autum
mn 2015;
outlined
d in red: tren
nch worked in
n since spring 2016.

Within th
he past year not only cou
uld the metho
odological ba
ackground off the project bbe further de
eveloped,
but the a
archaeological research questions
q
co
ould also be sharpened
s
and focused. These resea
arch aims
hereby p
provide a general framew
work under w
which all scie
entists involv
ved in the prroject work. However,
H
individua
al research questions
q
and
d interests a re encourage
ed, to expand the overalll results of th
he project
as much
h as possiblle. As mentioned above
e, the projec
ct centers on archaeoloogical analys
sis of the
everydayy life in the town of Ele
ephantine du
uring the Mid
ddle Kingdom
m, focusing specifically on a few
houses iin the north-w
western perim
meter of the ancient city.
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o the Excavatitions at Elephan
ntine by the
Archaeological Institute and the Swiss In
nstitute from autumn
a
2014 to spring 20115, Cairo 2015
5, p. 2–4:
German A
http://www
w.dainst.org/project/25953 (acce
essed: 05/06/20
016; hereafter: SIGL 2015).
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Here especiallyy in comparison to planned exccavations in the pyramid settlem
ments of the Midddle Kingdom at Dahshur.
In this aspect the historic setting is less impo
ortant than the re
esults of the used methodologyy in general, therefore any
4
ay be comparable.
project ma

In the scope of the “Realities of Life”-project, daily life5 is understood as marked by the actions of
people to ensure their bodily and general well-being, as they took place within both home and town.
The whole is influenced by the regional and international connections of the actors. Actions and
setting can be summarized as three major foci that can be studied through material culture. These
aspects are also reflected, with a certain degree of ideological, religious and individual adjustment, in
contemporary tomb paintings and written documents. The three foci, and the “Realities of Life”project’s main research aims, are:
 Food and drink: Nourishments in liquid and solid form is essential for life in general. The
production, preparation and acquisition of food takes up a good deal of each day’s waking hours.
The circulation of food and drink items themselves is embedded in a highly complex system of
production and trade. Ceramic, stone vessels and tools, as well as less well-preserved leather and
skin objects, baskets and similar items aided in the production and distribution of organic
foodstuffs. Organic waste and the faunal commensals which come with it, flies, mice, rats, are
major factors when it comes to assessment of the conditions under which people lived in ancient
times, including the influences of smell, noise, dirt and other factors on daily life.
Therefore, the “Realities of Life”-project asks: How did people feed themselves in Elephantine
during the Middle Kingdom? Which activities can be determined connected to food? Which tools
and vessels were used for food production and distribution? The focus lies on the whole cycle of
use of organic resources (Fig. 2), from agricultural activities through the preparation and storage to
the consumption of food. It includes as well the study of all items connected to the handling of food
including trade and exchange on a local and international basis. The function of vessels and tools
are especially investigated. The question will be answered not only by the archaeobotanical and
archaeozoological evidence but also by the study of use-wear in weapons and tools and the
analysis of residues in vessels. The use of spaces in the excavated houses will be determined
through a combination of the interpretation of the archaeological record and the study of soil
samples through micromorphology and on a chemical basis.
 Work: Next to the production, trade or preparation of food, other occupations mark the daily life of
human beings. To state it bluntly: apart from eating, drinking and sleeping, women and men did
work, including (but not limited to) the production of clothing, weapons, tools, vessels, jewellery and
other luxury goods. The materials used to produce these items came from inorganic as well as
organic sources. Some of these items are linked to food and drink, relating the question of work to
the question of food discussed above. Both production and use of the object resulted in waste,
even though recycling to a certain degree may precede the final dumping of an object (Fig. 2–3).
Items like tools and jewellery can be used to follow trade routes that connected people and places
nationally and internationally through investigations of style and raw material. While “work”- and
“recreational” activities were one of the central motifs in art and can be followed by textual
evidence, the location of production and an object’s use within a household, town or rural
hinterland are less well known6. The placement and dimension of their production and use in terms
of space, noise, dirt emission and other factors again had a direct influence on the living
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are: A. KOLTSIDA, Social aspects of Ancient Egyptian domestic architecture, BAR Inter. Ser. 1608, Oxford 2007; K. SPENCE,
Ancient Egyptian Houses and Households: Architecture, Artifacts, Conceptualisation, and Interpretation, in: M. MÜLLER (ed.),
Household Studies in Complex Societies. (Micro) Archaeological and Textual Approaches, OIS 10, Chicago 2015, pp. 83‒99.



enviro
onment of pe
eople, and may
m be used to further as
ssess daily life and living conditions in ancient
Egyp
pt.
In su
ummary at th
his point the “Realities o
of Life”-project asks: What did peoplle do apart from eat,
drink and sleep? Where did th
hese activitie
es take place
e? Which role did they pllay in the household?
Whatt can they te
ell us about the
t connectio
ons of the in
nhabitants off a house orr town? Espe
ecially for
the determination
n of the prove
enience of ra
aw materials and objects, next to estaablished mac
croscopic
studyy methods, microscopeal analyses on various materials,
m
and chemica
m
at the foremos
st pottery
and m
metals, will play
p
an essen
ntial role in th
he project. Production
P
techniques maay be studied
d through
micro
oscopic analyysis as well as
a anticipate
ed through ex
xperimental archaeology.
a
.
Living
g environment: The last question of the “Realitie
es of Life”-pro
oject is abouut the stage on which
surrounding of each
the a
above mentio
oned activities take pla ce. This sta
age is the architectural
a
huma
an being: the
e house, the rooms in it and the stre
eet and town around it. H
How did peop
ple in the
Middlle Kingdom town of Ele
ephantine usse this space
e for work, activities coonnected to food and
sleep
p and recrea
ation? How was the arrchitecture made
m
to fit certain purpposes? How
w did the
activities connectted to food, drink
d
and wo
ork, influence the quality
y of life throuugh noise, lig
ght, heat,
smelll and wastte emission during pro
oduction an
nd preparation? These considerations are
invesstigated throu
ugh the esta
ablished metthods of building archite
ectural studiees, the application of
and the stud
analyytical method
ds like microm
morphology a
dy of the depo
osition of waaste around the
t whole
Phara
aonic city of
o Elephantine, but also
o by the use of theorretical modeels on ground plans
measure as to how muc
conce
erning the spread of odo
ours or the m
ch of the inteerior of a ho
ouse was
visible from the sttreet or doorrways7. The ccomparison of the archaeological reccord of the excavated
e
area of Elephantine to contem
mporary pain
ntings, texts and
a other archaeologica l excavations
s from all
over Egypt mayy lead to the formulattion of interrpretations with
w
supra-rregional imp
portance.
Ethno
oarchaeological and eth
hnological sttudies on re
ecent comm
munities can be used as
a further
comp
parison mate
erial to sugg
gest measu res people in ancient times
t
took tto reduce or
o control
8
disturrbance .

o organic materials befo
ore becoming
g archaeological finds (diaagram: J. Sig
gl, DAI).
Fig. 2: “Life”-cycle of
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See to the app
plication of such theories e.g.: D
D. SANDERS, Be
ehavioral Conve
entions and Arcchaeology: Meth
hods for the
Analysis of Ancient Archittecture, in: S. KENT
E
(ed.), Dome
estic Architecturre and the Use of Space, Cambbridge 1990, pp
p. 43‒72; P.
alities of Life (Le
ebenswirklichke
eiten) - Excavattion work during
g the 43rd (2013/2014) and 444th (2014/2015) excavation
KOPP, Rea
seasons, in: S. J. SEIDLMAYER et al., Stadt und Te
empel von Elephantine. 42./4
43./44. Grabunggskampagne (MDAIK), in
n.
preparation
8
The current arrchitectural and ethno(archaeo
o)logical study of the vacated villages on Biiggeh Island ne
ear Aswan,
n by the DAI in cooperation wiith the TU Berli n with the same
e aims as the project
p
“Realitiess of Life”, may be used as
undertaken
the most d
direct compariso
on and interpreta
ation material in
n this aspect.

Fig. 3: “Life”-cycle of inorganic materials
m
befo
ore becoming archaeolog
gical finds (ddiagram: J. Sigl,
S
DAI).

b
method
d of the proje
ect “Realities
s of Life” (diaagram: J. SIG
GL, DAI).
Fig. 4: Research sttrategy and basic

The rule
es for the exccavation and
d primary find
d processing
g were already describedd in last-yea
ar’s report
9
10
in this jo
ournal . Since
e then and thanks to the
e presence of
o specialists for various groups of materials
m
on the e
excavation and in the ma
agazine room
ms, several adjustments
s could be m
made in the past
p
year
(see desscriptions off methods in
n passages c–g). Furthe
ermore, co-o
operations w
with various research
11
institutions in Egypt were initiatted to supporrt the analytical methods, which are uused in the project
p
on
9
SIGL 2015, 2–4
4.
Present in the field
f
in this seas
son were: J. SIG
GL (project direc
ctor), P. KOPP (field director), R
R. COLMAN (arch
haeologist),
10
CH (micromorph
hologist), C. J. MALLESON (bota
anist), M. RENZI (metallurgist), J. A. ROBERSO
ON (specialist for seals and
D. FRITZSC
seal impre
essions), M.-K. SCHRÖDER (ce
eramicist – Nub
bian pottery), L.
L A. WARDEN (ceramicist
(
– ppharaonic potterry); student
members o
of the team werre: F. ABDELHAY
Y, N. BROWN, K
K. GOLDMANN, H.
H KAMAL, M. LOONEY
O
. Concernning details metthodological
details for soil, pottery, me
etal, animal bon
nes and botany remains see co
ontributions c, d, f, g, h.
Main cooperation will exist bettween the DAI a
and the Faculty of Science of Aswan
A
Universitty and the Nubia
an Museum
11
as well as with the
t French Instittute for Orientall Archaeology (IIFAO) in Cairo.
in Aswan a

the basiss of laborato
ory equipmen
nt. The ongo
oing exchang
ge between scholars froom various disciplines
participa
ating in the prroject will be essential fo r the final forrmulation of results (Fig. 4).
(J.S.)

b) Excav
vations in th
he Middle Kingdom
K
sett
ttlement of Elephantine
E
In autum
mn 2015 and
d spring 2016 the Germa
an Archaeological Institu
ute continuedd in the fram
me of the
“Realities of Life” pro
oject, excava
ating in the arrea southeas
st of the Old Kingdom pyyramid. Within the last
th
two yearrs, three building layers of the 12 D
Dynasty to th
he early 13thh Dynasty weere studied here in a
trench o
of 10 x 10 m.
m During the
e current sea
ason, feature
es of the 11th Dynasty aand the Old Kingdom
were exccavated.
The olde
est houses in
n this area were
w
parts o f three buildings dating to
t the 11th D
Dynasty (H17
70‒H172,
Figs. 5 a
and 6). These detached
d buildings sttood approximately one metre apart . The ground
d level of
the exca
avated area slopes from
m the northw
west to the southeast,
s
fo
ollowing the former shap
pe of the
island an
nd of older structures.
s
Due to this top
pography, se
everal walls of houses a lso played th
he role of
retaining
g walls used to achieve horizontal
h
floo
or levels. Th
he floor of house 171, forr instance, was nearly
one metre higher tha
an the oldest floor in the n
neighbouring
g house 170.
Most of the walls we
ere preserved to a heigh
ht of only a few
f
courses of mud brickks. An excep
ption was
house 170 with a working platfo
orm in the co
orner (instl 483/486).
4
He
ere the wallss were still more
m
than
1.5 m high. The oute
er corner of this house w
was protecte
ed by a wood
den post withh a square section
s
of
12
11.5 x 12
2.0 cm . An
n L-shaped platform
p
in the
e inner corne
er was on on
ne side appro
rox. 3 m long
g and 1 m
wide, wh
hile the otherr side was on
nly partially p
preserved. Most
M
probably
y it was not a quern emplacement
for a sad
ddle quern, like
l
the ones
s commonly found in the
e houses of the Middle K
Kingdom, sin
nce these
13
consisted of a squarre frame of fo
our walls fille
ed with soil . In contrast,, the platform
m in house 170 was a
massive brickwork structure, which lacked a smaller com
mpartment in the front, a ffeature found in most
of the qu
uern emplace
ements.

Fig. 5: Buildings of the
e 11th Dynastty (Foto: P. KOPP, DAI).
12
This feature was
w
also found
d in other hou
uses, e.g. hou
uses 11 and 18.
1 C. VON PILLGRIM, Elephan
ntine XVIII:
dt des Mittleren Reiches und d
der Zweiten Zwischenzeit, AV 91,
9 Mainz 1996 , pls. 8a and 8b
b (hereafter
Untersuchungen zur Stad
VON PILGRIM 1996).
13
See VON PILGR
RIM 1996, p. 213.

Fig. 6: Houses
H
170, 171 and 172
2 of the 11th Dynasty.

Another feature was an undergro
ound installa
ation in the co
orner of walls M1933 andd M1961. Orriginally it
might ha
ave been a kind of storag
ge device like
e the circularr cellar (instl 485) in housse 171.
Below th
hese housess was an in
ndustrial are
ea of the latte Old Kingdom. The aarea was lev
velled by
retaining
g walls and debris
d
fills to get a horizo
ontal working
g place. Seve
eral layers oof ashes and charcoal
were exxcavated (Fig. 7), sugge
esting that w
whatever ac
ctivity took place
p
in the area requirred heat.
Remainss of goat faeces showed that they we
ere used as fuel. In betw
ween these laayers were hard
h
loam
horizonss with characcteristic small holes of ab
bout 7 cm in
n diameter and some cenntimetres in depth. In
these layyers, four wo
ooden pegs were also fo
ound still sta
anding in the ground. Theese working horizons
were the
e oldest settle
ement layers
s in the area;; therefore th
he excavation
ns of the “Reealities of Life
e” project
were com
mpleted here
e in the autum
mn of 2015.

Fig. 7: Working horizons with a
ash layers in the profile (F
Foto: P. KOPPP, DAI).

In spring
g 2016 a new
w trench of 10 x 10 m wa
as opened so
outhwest of the
t first one (Figs. 5–6).. The first
investiga
ations of thiss area were
e carried ou
ut by a Germ
man mission
n of the Be rlin Museum
ms at the
t
th
beginnin
ng of the 20 century, an
nd another rresearch pro
oject took pla
ace around 1990 by the
e German
14
Archaeo
ological Instittute . The tw
wo trenches were separated by a slot of approxximately 1 m, an area
that wass excavated by
b French arrchaeologistss at the begin
nning of the 20
2 th century115.
At the sttart of the cu
urrent investig
gations, this area was prreserved significantly higgher than the
e features
in the fiirst trench, therefore
t
yie
elding young
ger features. One of these was a granary of the New
Kingdom
m (instl 64, Fig. 8), a circular
c
struccture of abo
out 3.1 m in
n diameter. The lower part was
ed into the ground
embedde
g
for att least 70 cm
m, and the granary was divided by a central wall into two
compartments.

Fig. 8: Granary of the New
w Kingdom (in
nstl 64; Foto: P. KOPP, DA
DAI)

In contra
ast to the few
w loci of the New Kingdo
om, the rema
ains of the 17th Dynasty were preserrved on a
much larger area (F
Fig. 9). The walls of two
o houses (H5
56 and H57) still had a height of up
p to 1 m.
House 5
57 in the wesst was L-sha
aped and had
d two small streets
s
to its southwesteern and south
h-eastern
side. The house had
d access to both
b
of the sstreets by means of doors with stonee thresholds
s. It is not
possible to say whetther these do
oors were co
ontemporary in use or on
ne was used after the oth
her, since
the floorr levels that could provide this inforrmation were
e not preserrved. The hoouse had in
n the first
phase se
even rooms.. Only three of these roo
oms containe
ed parts of th
he original floooring, with up
u to two
renovatio
on layers pre
eserved.

14
W. HONROTH/O
O. RUBENSOHN/F
F. ZUCKER, 1910
0, Bericht über die Ausgrabung
gen auf Elephaantine in den Jahren 1906‒
S 45‒46, pp. 162
2–209 ; VON PILGRIM 1996, figss. 108‒110.
1908, ZÄS
15
C. VON PILGRIM
M, Anmerkungen
n zu den französsischen Grabun
ngen von 1906‒
‒1911 im Kontex
ext neuerer Fors
schungen in
ne, É. DELANGE, Les fouilles fra
ançaises d’Èléph
hantine (Assoua
an) 1906‒1911, Paris 2012, p. 280.
Elephantin

Fig. 9: Building of the 17
7th Dynasty (H
H57; Foto: P. KOPP, DAI)).

Evidentlyy, the house
e was built with
w a certain
n measure of
o architecturral planning, as most of the walls
appear tto be constrructed along a grid (Fig.. 10). The sides of the single
s
squarres of this grrid had a
16
length of 5 nbj-cubitts, equal to 3.25
3
m . Th
he walls were
e not built on the centree of the grid lines but
stand ne
ext to them17. Starting at
a the easterrn door, a wall
w of 20 nb
bj-cubits (M7770) was bu
uilt at the
southern
n street. At itss southweste
ern end, a w
wall of 15 nbj--cubits (M547) began aloong the western alley.
The other walls follow this scheme, but m
mostly on a shorter dista
ance of 5 oor 10 nbj-cubits. The
entrance
e room at the
e door to the west is onlyy half a unit wide,
w
and me
easured 2.5 nnbj-cubits. Wall
W M526
is possib
bly the latestt addition to the
t house, a
as it is the on
nly one that does
d
not folloow the grid system
s
at
all.

Fig. 10: Griid of house 57
5 (phase 1)
(P.K.)
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E. ROIK, Unter der Lupe: die Handhabung
H
anttiker Längenmaße, GM 172, pp
p. 73‒94.
c
S
in: U. HARTUNG, Tell el-Fara in – Buto. 8.
17
Compare P. KOPP, Frühzeitliiche Bebauung nördlich von Sechmawy,
Vorberichtt, in: MDAIK 59, 2003, p. 208.

c) Micromorphology – Method, Aims and Sampling Strategy
Micromorphology is a method of analyzing undisturbed, oriented sediment samples with the aid of a
petrographic microscope. Therefore thin sections with a size of 90 x 60 mm have to be prepared. To
analyze them in transmitted light they need to be nearly transparent – they have to have a thickness of
25 – 30 µm. For this kind of preparation a thin section laboratory is needed.
In the archaeological field the methodology was first used to investigate floors, ashes and hearth by
I.W. CORNWALL18 (1953). But up to 1989 there was only little work on archaeological sediments. Then
M.A. COURTY/P. GOLDBERG/R. MACPHAIL19 published “Soils and micromorphology in archaeology”,
which is still a basic work used for the interpretation of samples based on an archaeological context.
The most recent work is a compendium of examples concerning the interpretation of soils and
sediments published by G. STOOPS/V. MARCELINO/F. MEES20.
Anthropogenic influenced sediments and occupation layers contain much information of daily life of
ancient peoples. For the project “Realities of Life” on Elephantine island micromorphological analysis
is an excellent chance to get as much information as possible out of the dirt of buried layers within the
settlement. It will be possible to identify different treated bone fragments: e.g. burned, heated or fresh.
Charcoal fragments, plant ash, plant fragments like organ residues and tissues can be detected.
Phytoliths, excrements, foreign rock fragments (e.g. from grindstones) and heated material such as
slags and vitrified phytoliths can be characterized. As listed not only the different components but also
the alteration of the components can be discovered.
On top of the various constituents the mutual relation of different particles to each other can be studied
and interpreted. Particles are visible in their sedimentation position. Either they are deposited in situ or
they are translocated. Furthermore different microstructures tell us about trampling processes by
humans and/or animals, as well as the influence of water while deposition can be discovered. Post
depositional processes such as bioturbation can be recognized and distinguished from ancient activity
features.
The combination of characteristics and distinctive features ideally bear a lot of information of the daily
life within space and time.
For the aim of identifying changes and continuities in daily life in the settlement of Elephantine first
diachronic and synchronic micromorphological samples were taken in 2013. A trench of 10 by 10 m
was opened during the last seasons to give a better understanding of the development of the
settlement. In February 2016 the sampling of micromorphological samples and bulk samples
continued in area VI southeast of the pyramid. 55 sediment monolith (M21 to M75) and 152 bulk
samples (MB20_1 to MB75_4) were taken during 4 weeks. The sediment monoliths for the
micromorphological analysis were sampled in aluminum shins or boxes sized 50 mm to 80 mm (e.g.
Fig. 11). From every layer (Fig. 12) located in these micromorphological samples subsamples (bulk
samples) were taken for smear slides. Smear slides are easy to prepare and give a first view into the
contents of the sediments. The smear slides could be looked at under a petrographic microscope in
the field laboratory in the magazine of Elephantine immediately21.

18
I.W. CORNWELL, Soil science and archaeology with illustrations from some British Bronze Age monuments. Proc.
Prehist. Soc. 19, 1953, 129-147.
19
M.A. COURTY/P. GOLDBERG/R. MACPHAIL, Soils and Micromorphology in Archaeology, Cambridge 1989.
20
G. STOOPS/V. MARCELINO/F. MEES (Edt.), Interpretation of Micromorphological Features of Soils and Regoliths,
Elsevier 2010.
21
Many thanks to Prof. ABDEL AZIZ TANTAWY and Dr. HASSAN KHOZYEM, Geology Department, Faculty of Sciences,
Aswan University

Fig. 11: Sampling off M44 – M47
7; Fig. 12: Sa
ample with la
aminated sed
diments (Fottos: D. FRITZ
ZSCH, Uni
Frankfurrt).
The smear slides showed
s
typical contentss such as mineral
m
grains, charcoaal fragments, organic
material and phytoliths. Phytoliths in thesse samples could be described
d
inn different states
s
of
preserva
ation what ca
an be based
d on heat inflluence or dig
gestion for example.
e
Thee micromorp
phological
sampless will show th
he same conttents. Additio
onally you ca
an see all con
ntents in theiir original context.
(D.F.)

d) Studiies on Middlle Kingdom Pottery
A large part of the May 2016 study
s
season
n focused on
n analysis of
o select ceraamic finds recovered
during th
he 43rd, 44th, and 45th cam
mpaigns. Du
uring each ex
xcavation sea
ason, P. KOPPP had proce
essed the
pottery in order to arrive at preliminary date s (‘primary processing’).
p
A secondarry processing system
was esta
ablished thiss season, cre
eating a robu
ust recording
g system ena
abling data-rrich ceramic analysis.
Each loccus contains ceramics off multiple da
ates, as the loci are rarely closed conntexts; ceram
mics from
each loccus were stud
died as an as
ssemblage.
Over 40
0 loci were investigated this season as a test sample
s
of the methodoloogy. These loci were
specifica
ally selected as they rep
present the vertical, dia
achronic change found w
within our ex
xcavation
area, da
ating from the late Middle Kingdo
om through the First Intermediatee Period. Recording
R
encompa
asses ceram
mic material from the e
entire locus rather than
n separating material by
y period,
preserva
ation, or simply handling diagnosticss. The majority of ceramic processingg focused on late- to
mid-Midd
dle Kingdom
m contexts, though as all contexts are mixed some First Intermediatte period
material was also in
ncluded. In order
o
to bette
er assess ce
eramic forms
s, we also sselected loci from the
th
cellar in house 73 (in
nstl Ø471), excavated du
uring the 44 campaign, for
f analysis ((Fig. 13)22. These
T
loci
containe
ed larger, bettter preserve
ed sherds th an found in other parts of
o our excavvations, thus enabling
the typo
ology to be expanded with
w
more de
etail. Howev
ver, it should be stresseed that the typology
includes not only the
e most comp
plete or bestt preserved vessels,
v
but is also suppplemented with
w sherd
material..

22
P. KOPP, Excavations in the Northern
N
Town, in: St. SEIDLMA
AYER et al., Rep
port on the Excaavations at Elep
phantine by
man Archaeolog
gical Institute and
a
the Swisss Institute from
m autumn 201
14 to spring 22015, Cairo 2015, p. 6:
the Germ
http://www
w.dainst.org/project/25953 (acce
essed: 05/06/20
016).

Fig.. 13: Select ceramics
c
from
m cellar instl Ø471 (photo
o: P. KOPP, D
DAI).

During ssecondary processing, body
b
sherds were coarse
ely sorted in
nto fabric annd ware grou
ups, then
counted and recorde
ed in a data sheet. Diag
gnostics werre grouped by
b type and recorded (number of
sherds, d
diameters, and,
a
when po
ossible, broad
d fabric attrib
bution); stron
ng exampless of a given fo
orm were
drawn by N. BROWN
N and M.-K. SCHRÖDER. Inspectors M.
M KAMAL an
nd G. ABDEEEN SIAM HASS
SAN were
trained in
n drawing an
nd ceramic re
ecording durring this seas
son and also
o contributed to the drawn corpus.
The data
a collected frrom the seco
ondary proce
essing were first recorded
d in forms, w
which were then input
into a Fillemaker data
abase create
ed by P. KOP P.
In tande
em with this work,
w
the ce
eramic fabriccs found at Elephantine
E
in the third aand second millennia
BC were
e codified intto a typology
y, work on w
which was be
egun during the 44th cam
mpaign.23 This system
allows fo
or identification of regionally specific clays, inclus
sions, and treatments. O
Other fabric ty
ypologies
24
4
have been used on the island; however, th
hese typolog
gies were no
ot well enouggh documented to be
applied b
by a new ce
eramicist to current
c
materrials. Happily
y, independe
ent analysis oof the fabrics using a
x10 hand lens appea
ars to have substantiate
ed many of th
he divisions briefly notedd by D. RAUE
E; hence,
udes correlattions to D. RAAUE’S typology where possible to alloow for linkage
e to older
the new system inclu
Elephantine materials. Rough co
orrelations to
o the Vienna system werre also madee in order to allow for
comparisson to ceram
mics from other Egyptia
an sites. Refference chip
ppings were taken, orga
anized by
fabric tyype, context,, and in som
me cases d
drawing num
mbers; these chips havee been store
ed in the
Elephantine magazines order to
o allow for easy cross--reference and comparisson, as well as and
refreshers of fabrics in future sea
asons.
Future a
aims include petrographic analysis a
at the potterry, by J. GAIT; we hope that by carrrying out
petrogra
aphy fairly ea
arly in the do
ocumentation
n process it will
w be possible to use thhe thin sectio
on results
to furthe
er enrich and
a
refine our macrosscopic fabric
c typology. Body sherrds and dia
agnostics
represen
ntative of alll fabric gro
oups were sselected from
m two spec
cific contextss that wentt through
seconda
ary processin
ng this seas
son; the sam
mple was furrther extende
ed through ttargeted colllection of
potentiallly interesting sherds fro
om other locci. These sherds are currently storeed in the Ele
ephantine
magazin
ne awaiting fu
uture analysiis.
23
E. KHALIFA/L. A.
A WARDEN, Studies on Middle Kingdom Potterry, in: S. SEIDLM
MAYER et al., Re
eport on the Exc
cavations at
ne by the Ge
erman Archaeo
ological Institu
ute and the Swiss
S
Institute from autumnn 2014 to sp
pring 2015.
Elephantin
http://www
w.dainst.org/project/25953 (acce
essed: 05/06/20
016).
24
These systemss tended to be both period-sp
pecific and scho
olar-specific, du
ue to the divisioon of study of Elephantine
E
material. See D.. RAUE, Zu den
n Keramikfunde
en der frühdyna
astischen Zeit und
u
des Alten R
Reichs, in: P. KOPP (ed.),
ceramic m
Funde und
d Befunde aus der
d Umgebung des Satettempe
els. Grabungen von 2006-2009
9, Mainz (in prinnt), pp. 241-243
3 (hereafter:
P. KOPP (in print)); T. RZE
EUSKA, Elephan
ntine – A Place o
of an End and a Beginning, in: R. SCHIESTL/A
A. SEILER (eds.), Handbook
gdom, Vienna 2
2012, pp. 331-33
34.
of the Potttery of the Egyptian Middle King

Though the goals of this season were fundam
mental issue
es of ceramic
c processingg, implementa
ation of a
data-rich
h processing and recordiing system w
will allow cerramic analysis to investiggate questions above
the basicc issue of da
ate or typolo
ogy, including
g questions of
o diachronic
c change in ceramic man
nufacture
and chan
nge in domestic and regional econom
mies over tim
me.
(L.A.W.)

e) The s
seals and se
eal impressions from th
he north-wes
stern town area
a
of the M
Middle Kingdom
Excavatiions during the
t 2013–20
015 digging sseasons at the
t North-Western town of Elephanttine, near
the Old K
Kingdom pyrramid, have produced thrree seals and 145 mud sealings.
s
Iconnographic an
nd textual
analysess have been
n employed, wherever po
ossible, to establish
e
a chronological framework for these
objects. As a whole
e, the corpus
s falls overw
whelmingly within
w
the sp
pectrum of thhe First Inte
ermediate
25
Period a
and Middle Kingdom
K
. In
n addition to analysis of the seal imp
pressions theemselves, ba
ack types
for all mud sealings have also be
een recorded
d, in order to
o establish th
he kinds andd relative qua
antities of
objects tto which the the sealings were affixed
d originally, prior
p
to being
g unsealed onn site.

Stamp/b
button and sccarab(oid) se
eals
Two squ
uare, stamp/b
button seals and one pa
artial scarabo
oid seal have
e been uncoovered, each of which
was deccorated with simple linear designs. Th
he general class
c
of inscrribed stamp//button seals
s (“design
amulets,,” in WARD’ss terminolog
gy) emerged
d over the course
c
of th
he later Oldd Kingdom and
a
First
2
26
Intermed
diate Period . The pyram
mid-backed o
object illustra
ated at Fig. 14,
1 left, belo ngs the earlier phase
27
of this trradition . Th
he shank-ba
ack, true buttton-seal, illu
ustrated at Fig.
F
14, rightt, belongs to
o its later
28
29
phase . The scaraboid seal, at Fig.
F 15, belon
ngs probably
y to the early
y-mid First Inntermediate Period
P
.

Fig. 14
4: Stamp/buttton-seals (1: 1 cm; drawin
ng: J. ROBER
RSON, Uni Me
emphis).
25
The chronologiical range is we
ell represented a
and consistent with the broade
er seal impressiion corpus on Elephantine,
E
antine XVIII: U
Untersuchungen in der Stadt des Mittleren R
Reiches und der
d Zweiten
for which see C. VON PILGRIM, Elepha
gisches Institut Abteilung
A
Kairo 91, Mainz 1996
6, 252–253,
Zwischenzzeit, Archäologissche Veröffentlichungen Deuts ches Archäolog
and passim
m (hereafter C. VON PILGRIM, Elephantine XV
VIII). Note that clearance
c
of un
n-stratified sebaakh digging area
as near the
North Wesstern town site has revealed also
a
a number additional imprressions, dated on the basis oof iconography to the New
Kingdom a
and/or Late Period, which do not relate contexxtually to the No
orth-Western tow
wn site; these oobjects will be published
p
at
at a later d
date.
26
W.A. WARD, “T
The Origin of Egyptian
E
Design
n-Amulets (‘Buttton Seals’),” JE
EA 56, 1970, pp. 78 (hereafterr W. WARD,
mulets”); L. PANTALACCI
A
, “Sce
eaux et emprei ntes de sceaux comme critères de datationn: les enseigne
ements des
“Design-Am
fouilles de Balat,” in L. PANTALACCI
A
and C.
C BERGER-EL-N
NAGGAR, eds., Des
D Néferkare aux
a Montouhoteep: travaux arch
héologiques
V dynastie et la
l première péri
riode intermédia
aire; actes du co
olloque CNRS-U
Université Lumiière-Lyon 2,
en cours ssur la fin de la VIe
tenu le 5–
–7 juillet 2001, Lyon and Paris
s 2005, pp. 22 9–235 (hereafter L. PANTALAC
CCI, “Sceaux ett administration”); and see
generally A. WIESE, Die
e Anfänge der ägyptischen S
Stempelsiegel-A
Amulette: eine typologische uund religionsges
schichtliche
nopfsiegeln” und
d verwandten O
Objekten der 6. bis frühen 12. Dynastie, OBO
O Series Archae
eologica 12,
Untersuchung zu den “Kn
996.
Freiburg and Göttingen 19
Object nr. 44-5-01Q/h-8. See W.
W WARD, “Des ign-Amulets,” pp. 77–80, and fiig. 7;
27
e W. WARD, “Dessign-Amulets,” 77–80.
7
Object nr. 44-5-01Q/z-14. See
28
5-01Q/k-18. Note that the scara
ab-shaped base
e has been shea
ared from its topp, leaving no tra
ace of back
Object nr. 44-5
29
orphology that might
m
shed additional light on th
he object’s full, original form. For
F the design ppreserved on the
e base, see
or side mo
th
W.A. WAR
RD, Studies on Scarab Seals Volume One. Pre-12 Dyna
asty Scarab Am
mulets, Warminnster 1978, 47, Class 1A
(hereafter W. WARD, Sca
arab Seals One)). The present sscarab design is unique but cf. a similar, sim
mplified designs at ibid., pl.
2,44–45.

F
Fig. 15: Scarraboid seal, preserved
p
ba
ase (1:1 cm; drawing: J. ROBERSON, U
Uni Memphis
s).

Mud sea
alings and se
eal-impressio
ons
The corp
pus of 145 mud
m
sealings
s include 10
02 scaraboid
d seal impres
ssions (70%
%); three shie
eld-stamp
impressiions (2%); eight round, button-stamp
b
p impressions (6%); three
e cylinder-seeal impressio
ons (2%);
one irreg
gular, pomeg
granate-shap
ped seal imp
pression (1%
%); three unclear impresssion types (2%);
(
ten
linear de
esigns incise
ed with a re
eed or stick (7%); and fifteen piece
es of sealingg mud, on which
w
no
impressiion has been
n preserved (10%). Mostt of the sealings excavated thus far include only
y a single
seal imp
pression. How
wever, seven
nteen sealin gs (12%) inc
cluded two or
o more imprressions, alw
ways from
the same
e seal. No co
ounter-seale
ed objects, i.e
e. stamped with
w multiple impressionss from differe
ent seals,
have be
een excavate
ed thus far. The three ccylinder-seall impressions—all too frragmentary to permit
reconstruction of th
heir texts orr iconograph
hy—might date from th
he Old Kinggdom or late
er30. The
remainde
er of the exccavated seal impressionss may be ass
signed broadly to the Firsst Intermedia
ate Period
and Mid
ddle Kingdom (see “De
ecorative an
nd amuletic seal impre
essions” andd “Non-amuletic text
impressiions,” below)).

Seal imp
pression back-types
The mosst frequently occurring ba
ack type wass of the peg//dowel varietty (50 exempplars, 34%). The high
incidencce of impresssions affixed
d originally tto pegs or dowels
d
is co
onsistent gennerally with a Middle
Kingdom
m date, refle
ecting the ubiquity
u
of sealed woo
oden boxes and doors as artifactts of the
31
administtration durin
ng that period . The remaining diagnostic
d
back
b
types included fa
abric (17
exempla
ars, 12%), jar-stoppers (4 exemp
plars, 3%), and papyrrus (3 exe mplars, 2%
%), some
represen
ntative exam
mples which appear at F
Fig. 3, below
w32. The rem
maining imprressions con
nsisted of
non-diag
gnostic wood
d (22 exemplars, 15%) a
and/or cord (19 exemplarrs, 13%), maany of which probably
represen
nt fragmentary peg/dowe
el sealings, a
as well as unclear types (30
( exempla rs, 21%)33. In at least
one case, a seal im
mpression afffixed origina
ally to a fabrric bag was tied with coord after hav
ving been

30
Object nrs. 44--5-01S/s-8 (bac
ck type: jar stop
pper); 44-5-01S
S/y-11 (back typ
pe: jar stopper);; 44-5-01Q/a-9 (back type:
or the heirloom use of cylinder seals, particu
ularly those which include roya
al names, geneerations after th
heir original
fabric). Fo
manufactu
ure, see L. PANTALACCI, “L’ad
dministration ro
oyale et l’administration locale au gouvernoorat de Balat d’après
d
les
empreintess de sceaux,” in B. GRATIEN, ed., Le sceau et l’administrattion dans la Vallée du Nil: Villleneuve d’Ascq
q, 7–8 juillet
2000, Ville
eneuve-d’Ascq 2001,
2
pp. 153–1
160.
31
C. VON PILGRIM, “The Practic
ce of Sealing iin the Administtration of the First
F
Intermediaate Period and the Middle
neuve d’Ascq, 77-8 juillet 2000, VilleneuveKingdom,” in B. GRATIEN, ed., Le sceau et l’administratiion dans la Vallée du Nil: Villen
mpressions acco
count for some 90% of the pre
eviously excavaated totals at Elephantine;
E
d’Ascq 2001, p. 168, notting that peg im
65% at south Ab
bydos (J. WEGN
NER, The Mortua
ary Temple of Senwosret
S
III at Abydos, New H
Haven 2007, pp. 302–303);
compare 6
and 33% frrom the Opet prrecinct at Karna
ak (J.A. ROBERSSON, “The Seal Impressions,”
I
in
n G. CHARLOUX EET AL., Le parvis
s du temple
d’Opet à K
Karnak: explorattion archéologiq
que (2006–2007
7), Cairo 2012, pp.
p 141–142).
32
Object nrs., from left to right, 43-5-01C/c-18;
4
4
43-5-01C/u-11; 43-5-01E/a-13; 43-5-01D/c-9; 43-5-01D/c-8; 43-5-01B/e4
15.
33
plars include 5 frragments (3%) sshowing only th
he impression off a leaf or plant matter on the back.
b
Unclear exemp

sealed ((Fig. 17)34, indicating clearly that a
administrative sealing was
w
not alwaays the fina
al step in
securing
g goods.

Peg

Fabric

Papyrus

Fig
g. 16: Selection of diagno
ostic seal imp
pression back types (1:1 cm; fotos: J.. ROBERSON, Uni
Memphis).

Fig. 17: Sea
al impression
n, tied after s ealing (2:1 cm;
c foto: J. ROBERSON, U ni Memphis)).

Decoratiive and amulletic seal imp
pressions
So-called
d “decorative” and “amu
uletic” desig ns types rep
present the largest classs of seal im
mpression
35
excavate
ed at the Norrth-Western town site (63
3 exemplars,, 43%) . Unffortunately, ssuch design motifs do
not, by tthemselves, constitute a particularly accurate da
ating criterion
n, although ttheir iconogra
aphy can
be classsified broadlyy as characte
eristic of, e.g ., the First In
ntermediate Period and eearly Middle Kingdom
(pre-Sen
nwosret III), late Middle Kingdom (S
Senwosret III through Dy
ynasty 13), Second Inte
ermediate
36
Period e
et cetera . Preliminary
P
an
nalysis sugg ests that all of the decorative impresssions excava
ated thus
far belon
ng to the form
mer two phas
ses, with no certain exam
mples of Sec
cond Intermeediate Period designs.
Figures 5–6 include a small sele
ection of dia
agnostic motifs. These in
nclude, for thhe earlier pe
eriod, two
37
example
es of geome
etric patterns displaying
g a cross and
a
chevron pattern , aas well as a single

34
43-5-01-D/o-2 (back type: fabrric). In the casee of this unique object,
o
the imprression from thee cord cuts direc
ctly through
s
impression itself. All other examples of co
ord marks occurr either on the bback or in the middle
m
of the
the front off the stamped seal
sealing mu
ud.
35
These numberss include 44 de
esigns featuring
g amuletic hiero
oglyphs, as well as 19 exemplaars featuring va
arious scroll
motifs onlyy.
36
D. BEN-TOR/S.JJ. ALLEN/ J.P. ALLEN, “Seals a
and Kings,” BAS
SOR 315, 1999, p. 69, n. 20; aalso see genera
ally D. BENgypt and Pales
stine in the Se
econd Intermeddiate Period, OBO
O
Series
TOR, Scarrabs, Chronology, and Interconnections. Eg
Archaeolog
gica 27, Fribourrg and Göttinge
en 2007, pp. 7–8
8, 10–41 (herea
after D. BEN-TOR
O , Scarabs); ide
dem, “The Absollute Date of
the Monte
et Jar Scarabs,”” in L.H. Lesko
o, ed., Ancient Egyptian and Mediterranean Studies in Mem
emory of William
m A. Ward,
Providence
e 1998, 1–15; O.
O TUFNELL, Stu
udies on Scarab
b Seals Volume
e Two. Scarab Seals
S
and Theirir Contribution to History in
the Early S
Second Millenn
nium B.C., Warm
minster 1984, p
pp. 28–31, 115–
–140 (hereafter O. TUFNELL, Sccarab Seals Tw
wo); and W.
WARD, Sca
arab Seals One
e, 23–24.
37
Object nrs., lefft to right, 44-5--01S/x-10 (backk type: wood); 44-5-01L/c-12
4
(b
back type: woood). See W. WARD
A , Scarab
e, p. 49, Class 1B,
1 and pl. 4,100–103; also see
e W. WARD, “De
esign-Amulets,” p. 73, for the ccogent observattion that the
Seals One
cross-with--chevron design parallels the
e orthography o
of the njw.t-hie
eroglyph, depic
cting the crossrroads of a sim
mple village
(Gardiner O49); with additional discu
ussion, regardin
ng the pseudo
o-Hieroglyphic character andd probable administrative
CCI, “Sceaux et a
administration,” p. 231, nn. 12–
–13.
significancce of the design in L. PANTALAC

concentrric circle dessign38. Examp
ples illustrate
ed from the later
l
period include one ddecorated ov
val39, two
4
interlockking scroll/spiral patterns40
, and a dessign incorporating paired udjat-eyes .

Fig. 18:: Selection of First Interm
mediate Perio
od to early Middle Kingdo
om seal impre
ression desig
gn motifs
(1:1 cm; drawing/fottos: J. ROBER
RSON, Uni Me
emphis).

Fig. 19: Selection of late Middle Kingdom sseal impress
sion design motifs
m
(1:1 cm
m; drawing/fo
otos: J.
ROBER
RSON, Uni Me
emphis).

Non-amu
uletic text im
mpressions
Two sca
araboid impre
essions and one shield-sshaped stam
mp impression bearing noon-amuletic text
t
have
so far come to lightt. One of the scaraboid impressions
s was too frragmentary tto permit an
ny further
interprettation41. The two remaining exempla
ars, although
h preserved only partiallyy, include identifiable
parts off non-royal titles
t
and/or names (Fig
gs. 19–20). Their occurrence provvides a usefful dating
criterion,, insofar as the general class
c
of priva
ate name and
d title seals is
s characterisstic of the lattter half of
the Midd
dle Kingdom,, from the latte-Twelfth Dyynasty reign of Senwosre
et III (c. 18377–1819 BCE
E) through
422
the Thirtteenth Dynassty (c. 1759–
–1630 BCE) .

38
Object nr. 43--5-01c/x-7 (bac
ck type: peg). See W. WAR
RD, Scarab Seals One, pp. 56–57, Class 4, and pl.
5,367; O. TUFNELL, Scarab Se
eals Two, pp. 12
24–125, Class 4B2, and pl. 21
1, with exact paarallel at sequence 1937A,
14,353,365
fourth exam
mple from the left (hereafter O.
O TUFNELL, Sca
arab Seals Two)). For the early Middle Kingdom
m date of this design
d
type,
contra O. TUFNELL, see D. BEN-TOR, Sca
arabs, pp. 22–23
3.
39
5-01D/e-19 (bac
ck type: peg). S
See D. BEN-TOR, Scarabs, 25–2
26, Class 6B3, with exact para
allel at ibid.,
Object nr. 43-5
pl. 27,4.
40
Object nrs. 43-5-01D/e-20 (ba
ack type: peg);; 43-5-01D/e-18
8 (back type: cord).
c
See D. B EN-TOR, Scara
abs, 13–14,
with exact parallels at ibid., pl. 3,45 an 3,64, re
espectively.
Class 2B, w
41
5-O1C/f-33 (back type: peg), inccluding walking legs (?) above the Htp-sign (oor a tie-less boo
ok roll?) and
Object nr. 43-5
d seated or spea
aking man.
pr-house (determinative?)), following by a quail chick and
W. GRAJETZKI, “Setting a State
e Anew: The Ce
entral Administrration from the End of the Old Kingdom to the
e End of the
42
ngdom,” in J.C.M
M. GARCIA, ed.,, Ancient Egyptitian Administrattion, Leiden and
d Boston 2014, p. 251; D. BEN
N-TOR, “Two
Middle Kin
Royal Nam
me Scarabs of King
K
Amenemhe
et II from Dashu
ur,” MMA Journa
al 39, 2004, p. 27,
2 nn. 116 and 123; S. QUIRKE
E, Titles and
bureaux off Egypt 1850–1700 BC, Londo
on 2004, pp. 8–
–9, (hereafter S.. QUIRKE, Titles), noting also suurvival of the generic titles
“king’s son
n” and “treasure
er” into the Seco
ond Intermediatte Period; J. JOHNSON
O
, “Private
e Name Seals oof the Middle Kingdom,”
K
in
M. Gibson and R.D. Biggss, Seals and Se
ealing in the Anccient Near Eastt, Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 6,, Malibu 1977, p.
p 141; G.T.

Fig. 20: “Mayor’s sea[le
er?] [...]” (1:1 cm; drawing
g/fotos: J. ROBERSON
O
, Unni Memphis).

The firstt, legible text impression
n bears the sstamp of a shield-shape
s
d seal with the title, xt[m
m?] HAtj-a,
4
43
“mayor’ss sea[ler?]” . Numerou
us individua
als bearing the title HAAtj-a, “mayorr,” are known from
44
excavations at Eleph
hantine . Ho
owever, the subordinate office of “mayor’s sealeer,” if interpre
eted here
n
attested at the site..
correctlyy, would be newly

Fig
g. 21: “Keepe
er of property
y, Ni-Ma’at” ((1:1 cm; draw
wing/fotos: J. ROBERSON , Uni Memph
his).

The seccond, legible
e text exemplar bears tthe impression of scara
ab-shaped sseal with a cramped
inscriptio
on, arranged
d into a left-fa
acing row att the top, witth two columns below, faacing left and
d right, in
45
confronta
ation . The upper row reads (j)r(j))-x.t N(j)-MAa.t, “Keeper of property , Ni-Ma’at.” The title
“keeper of property” occurs as a title in its o
own right46, as
a appears to
o be the casse here, as well
w as in
conjuncttion with a fo
ollowing sub
bstantive in e
either a direct or indirec
ct genitive47. However, itt appears
unlikely that the pre
esent examp
ple exists in
n a genitive relationship with Hw.t-w
wr.t group be
eneath it,
insofar a
as the uppe
er row and column
c
on tthe left were
e oriented in
n opposite ddirections. The group
following
g jrj-x.t, interrpreted here as a name, Ni-Ma’at, litterally “He who
w belongs to Ma’at,” ap
ppears to
be uniqu
ue, although names with similar patte
erns occur already
a
in the
e Old Kingdoom48. The rig
ght-facing
49
column (on the left) reads Hw.t-w
wr.t, “Great C
Court,”
be
efore breakin
ng off. The leeft-facing co
olumn (on

MARTIN, E
Egyptian Adminisstrative and Priivate-Name Sea
als. Principally of
o the Middle Kingdom
K
and Seecond Intermediate Period,
Oxford 197
71, p. 3 (hereaftter G. MARTIN, Private
P
Name S
Seals).
43
Object nr. 43-5
5-01D/e-12 (bac
ck type: peg). Fo
or the title “may
yor’s sealer” on a shield-shaped
ed stamp impres
ssion, cf. G.
Private Name Se
eals, pl. 43,5. For the partially preserved, phonetic spelling of xt[m], also cf. ibid., pl. 43,6–7
7, 9; for the
MARTIN, Pr
title of “sea
aler” generally, see W.A. WARD, Index of Egyyptian Administrrative and Relig
gious Titles of thhe Middle Kingd
dom, Beirut
1982, p. 13
38, nr. 1185–1186 (hereafter W.
W WARD, Index)); and S. QUIRKE, Titles, pp. 111–112.
44
5
115, 277
7.
DAI Siegeltypen 1–3, 50–51, 53–55,
5-015/c-5 (back type: cord). The
e orientation is noteworthy, insofar as the vastt majority of nam
me and title
45
Object nr. 43-5
d either entirelyy to the right or to the left; for a confrontationaal example, cf. G. MARTIN,
seal and sseal impressions were oriented
Private-Na
ame Seals, pl. 3,14
3
(two colum
mns, separated
d by a tA-wr fettish). For hierog
glyphic confronntation generally
y, see H.G.
FISCHER, T
The Orientation of Hieroglyphs Part I. Reversa
als, Egyptian Stu
udies II, New Yo
ork 1977, pp. 9––13.
46
ex, p. 65, nr. 53
33; S. QUIRKE, T
Titles, p. 108. For
F phonetic spe
elling employedd here, see also
o W. WARD,
W. WARD, Inde
65, nr. 537, jrj-x.t n pr-HD, “Keeper of the Prope
erty of the Treasury.”
Index, p. 6
47
ex, p. 65, nrs. 53
34–537; S. QUIR
RKE, Titles, pp. 51,
5 86–87, 107–
–108.
W. WARD, Inde
Cf. thus, H. RANKE
A
, Die Ägyptiischen Persone
ennamen, vol. 1, Glückstadt 1935, pp. 172, nrss. 13 (Nj-Pjpj), 14
1 (Nj-PtH),
48
Nj-Ra); p. 173, nr. 2 (Nj-@p); p. 180, nrs 7 (Nj-%
%bk) (hereafter H. RANKE, Pers
sonennamen).
and 23, (N
49
ually as a legal court and attes
sted primarily from the Old Kinngdom, see N. STRUDWICK,
For this office, understood usu
nistration of Egyypt in the Old Kingdom.
K
The H
Highest Titles an
nd their Holders, London 1985,, 176–198; for the possible
The Admin
relationship between the Hw.t-wr.t and th
he office of the vizier, see also
o E. MARTIN-PAR
RDEY, “Richten im Alten Reich und die srn Egyptology in
n Honor of Hans Goedicke, Saan Antonio 1994
4, pp. 165–
Beamten,” in B. BRYAN and D. LORTON, eds., Essays in
he survival of th
he Hw.t-wr.t, “grreat court,” on llate Middle King
gdom seal impressions, cf. jmj--r Hw.t-wr.t 6, “overseer of
166. For th
the Six Grreat Law-Courtss,” in W. WARD, Index, p. 34, nr. 248; for use
e on seals and seal impressioons specifically, cf. also G.
MARTIN, Prrivate-Name Se
eals, p. 10, nr. 49.

the rightt) includes a t-bread loaf above a nw
w- or Hz-ves
ssel (or tp-da
agger?), folloowed by a s.t-throne,
s
before th
he break. The relationship between th
he upper row
w and the following colum
mns is not cle
ear50.
(J.A.R.)

f) Study
y of copper and
a bronze finds from tthe north-we
estern town
n of Elephan
ntine
The excavations at Elephantine
E
have yielded
d a relatively
y abundant number
n
of m
metal fragmen
nts and a
few meta
allurgical wa
astes. The prresence of th
his material in many of the features excavated at
a the site
highlightted the need for investiga
ating more in
n depth its na
ature and cha
aracteristics.. In particularr, the find
of produ
uction waste, which here are fragmen
nts of cruciblles (Fig. 22) and slaggy lumps, indic
cates that
some m
metallurgical activities we
ere carried o
out at the site. However, the relativvely small amount of
residuess found so fa
ar, together with
w their cha
aracteristics, suggest tha
at we are deaaling with sm
mall-scale
activitiess for melting metals, and probably alsso for recyclin
ng scrap mettal and repaiiring broken objects.
These activities are further
f
confirrmed by the find of several copper-based drops, prills and other small
spills (Fiig. 23) resultting for casting operation
ns and from the pouring of the metal melt into the moulds
for manu
ufacturing fin
nished objectts. However, it has to be noted that no metallurgiccal installatio
ons, firing
structure
es or fragmen
nts of moulds have been
n found so farr.

Fig. 22: Fragment of
o a crucible with slag atta
ached; Fig. 23.
2 Melting drops
d
and priills (Fotos: M.
M RENZI,
UCL).

With the aim of unde
erstanding th
he type of allo
oy used at Elephantine,
E
non-invasivee analyses have been
conducte
ed on a sele
ected group of materialss to achieve
e a prelimina
ary characteerisation of the
t
metal
finds. A portable XRF spectrome
eter (pXRF; F
Fig. 24), prop
perty of UCL
L, has been uused to deterrmine the
bulk com
mposition of the
t selected samples.
One hun
ndred fifty analyses
a
werre carried ou
ut on eighty
y-five objects
s; when the size of the samples
allowed it, more than one area was
w analyse
ed to ensure a better rep
presentabilityy of the natu
ure of the
whole m
material.

50
The left-facing n(j)-mAa.t group might continu
ue with the left-ffacing column on
o the right, but the sense of th
hose broken
not be reconstru
ucted with any confidence.
c
If the
e column was part
p of the name
e, then the appeellation was prob
bably not of
signs cann
the “Ni-Ma
a’at-Re” type, inssofar as the fina
al theophoric el ement usually precedes
p
“Ni-Ma
a’at,” in honorifiic transposition (cf. thus H.
Ranke, Pe
ersonennamen, 172, nrs. 15–2
20). If the colum
mn on the left represents
r
sw.t, we might proppose a reading as Nj-sw.tMAa.t, for which cf. ibid., 173, nr. 11 (Nj--sw.t-PtH), altho
ough the jar (?) beneath the ph
honetic complem
ment t remains problematic
in such a ccase.

Fig. 24: The
T pXRF spectrometer u
used for anallysing the me
etals from Eleephantine.

A great part of the samples
s
ana
alysed is con
nstituted of melting resid
dues. In parrticular, we examined
e
metallic lumps, prillss and drople
ets. All of the
em were fullly corroded and do not preserve the
e original
metal co
ore, hindering the charac
cterisation o
of the metal/alloy produc
ced or proceessed at Elephantine.
Very few
w metal arteffacts, mostly
y fragments of rods, hav
ve been also
o found and, again, they
y are fully
corroded
d.
In addittion, ten sm
mall fragmen
nts of cruciible were selected
s
for analysis. A
All of them show a
slaggy/vvitrified layer attached to their interiorr but, unfortu
unately, have
e an incompplete profile and
a there
are no diagnostic ele
ements prese
erved – such
h as rim, bas
se, handle an
nd/or pouringg mouth – tha
at help to
determin
ne their orig
ginal shape. Only in on e case is itt possible to
o say anyth ing about fo
orm. The
fragment’s triangularr section see
ems to sugge
est that it wa
as part of a handle.
h
A unnique fragme
ent, which
is a surfa
ace find and
d cannot be attributed
a
to any specific
c occupation phase, this piece corres
sponds to
approxim
mately half a section of the vessel a
and allows us
u to define its original m
morphology. It was a
small ve
essel, with a flat rim and a cup-like sh
hape. A thick
k layer of slag is attachedd to its innerr wall and
ed, suggestin
ng that it couuld have been used in
englobess several copper-based lumps, now ffully corrode
recycling
g operations.. This practic
ce was an im
mportant alterrnative sourc
ce of metal thhroughout the ancient
world, esspecially in settlements
s
where
w
no pri mary metal production was
w carried oout, due to th
he lack of
metallife
erous depositts in the near surrounding
gs.
Concern
ning the fabrric used for manufacturin
m
ng the crucib
bles, so far only
o
one typpe of fabric seems
s
to
have bee
en used. It iss difficult to determine
d
the
e original co
olour of the ceramic pastee as all the frragments
hardly p
preserve parrt of the cla
ayey layer. W
When prese
erved, this is
s strongly aaffected by the firing
temperatures and ha
ave a dark-bllackish colou
ur. However, it can be sa
afely stated tthat abundan
nt organic
temper w
was employe
ed for increa
asing its refrractory prope
erties, as oftten documennted for mettallurgical
vessels.
We also identified six ceramic sh
herds with lu
umps/corrode
ed prills attac
ched on the surface. How
wever, at
least two
o of those ve
essels do nott seem to ha
ave a metallu
urgic function
n, as indicateed by their fine fabric,
thin walls and finish
hed surface. These prillss are proba
ably an uninttentional conntamination occurred
during th
he metallurg
gical activitie
es. The othe
er four fragm
ments, accord
ding to the type of fabrric that is
coarse a
and rich in orrganic materrial, could ha
ave been parrts of crucibles but do noot have visib
ble slaggy
layers.
Up to now, no prop
per slags ha
ave been ide
entified at th
he site, but only five sm
mall lumps of
o slaggy
materialss that probab
bly formed in
nto the crucib
bles.

From this preliminary examination of the metallic material from Elephantine, a surprising scarcity of tin
bronzes stands out. At contemporary sites in other areas of the Mediterranean and the Levant, this
alloy was commonly used while, interestingly, here there is persistent use of arsenical copper. This
might have been a regional choice or it could have depended from problems in tin supplies.
A larger sampling and more in depth analysis are needed for answering these questions and
understanding what type of metallurgical activities were conducted at the site. Some future
microscopical and microstructural tests on the crucible fragments and the slaggy lumps could help to
clarify this question.
(M.R.)

g) Further animal remains from the Middle Kingdom settlement
Next to pottery, animal remains form one of the biggest groups of finds during the archaeological
excavations on Elephantine. Due to the short time and other responsibilities of the author, only few
animal remains could be studies within the last year. As a focus the finds from the first excavation
campaigns of the project “Realities of Life” in the north-western town of Elephantine near the small
pyramid were chosen.
Faunal remains are identified to species level, if possible, and each skeletal element is weighed
individually. Unidentifiable fragments are weighed as groups and the minimum number of skeletal
elements, which they represent, is estimated. Apart from the weight, the identification of the species
and skeletal element the following markers are recorded from each fragment: the condition of the
epiphyses and teeth for the determination of the animal’s age at death; the side of body; pathologies;
skeletal elements, which might have come from the same individual; measurements; size estimations
in fish compared to the bones from individuals, which are present in the reference collection on
Elephantine Island; taphonomic markers such as breaks, cuts and other indications of the slaughtering
and dismembering process, surface preservation, discolouration, gnawing etc.; a description in case of
the bone or shell being worked by humans and used as a tool or jewellery item.
Animal bones are handled with nitrile gloves and first studied macroscopically. The gloves are to
prevent contamination by human skin fats or crèmes. The prevention of contamination is based on the
hope to at least be able to use some of the bones for isotopic analyses51, to determine the areas
where especially mammals were raised and slaughtered. Microscopic study is done mainly on very
small remains, e.g. fish vertebra down to 1 mm in diameter can be identified to a certain extent under
magnification. Additional microscopic (SEM) studies might be done in the future on animal remains,
which were used as tools to identify use-wear marks.
The following results can be summarized for this work in progress: Until now around 7147 (NISP)
fragments of bones, teeth, shell, horn and scales, which derived from about 4220 individual skeletal
elements (MNE) and bring a total weight of about 10 kg were studied. In this material mammals, bird,
reptiles, fish and molluscs were identified to species level. The majority of bones could be identified as
fish (3137 MNE; 6.8 kg; therein Pisces indet.: 1630 MNE with a weight of about 650 g) with the second
largest group being mammals (527 MNE; 2.9 kg; therein Mammalia indet: 288 MNE with a weight of
about 500 g). Birds, reptiles and molluscs form the smallest groups.

51
So far isotopic analysis is determined to be impossible in Egypt. However, recent research might have opened new
chances for this in cooperation with laboratories for biology of e.g. Aswan or Cairo University.

In contrast to studies in previous seasons on material from lower/older levels of the same area52, slight
differences could be attested in the composition of the species: while in the 12th Dynasty the species
Lates niloticus and Auchenoglanis sp. seems to have been favoured as food, the inhabitants of the
late Middle Kingdom and early 2nd Intermediate Period seem to have preferred the catfish Bagrus
docmac and Synodontis membranaceus. All four species are some of the biggest fish living in the Nile
and yield a considerable amount of tasty meat. These results have to be considered preliminary, as
further animal remains have to be studied to achieve statistically significant interpretations.
More astonishing and to be followed closely in the future are the preservation conditions of the
material. The bones from the 43rd campaign (autumn 2013 – spring 2014) came from topmost layers
of left over stratigraphic “pillars” crowned by walls. The bones studied from the 44th campaign (autumn
2014 – spring 2015) came from lower layers of the same stratigraphic “pillars” and from the first layers
of wider covering features near the bottom of the former trenches of the French and German
excavations53. While the first mentioned animal remains have only slight incrustations of sediment and
are free of salty crystallisation, the last mentioned ones are of a much worse state of preservation: salt
crystals of around 0.5 mm had formed on the surface but even more in the interior of many bones
during their long deposition. The salt had expanded so far that it ruptured many bones from within,
which were then only held together by the crystals themselves. Additionally many fragments were
encrusted with a cement-hard layer of sediment, which could not be removed mechanically. The
application of water for the cleaning of the bones resulted in their immediate fracturing into tiny pieces.
These circumstances often made species or even just skeletal element identification impossible. Apart
from that, a higher weight has to be considered for these bones in comparison to others, which are not
encrusted. What caused this phenomenon still has to be determined.
(J.S.)

h) Report on archaeobotanical assessment of finds from the north-western town of Elephantine
Work was conducted between January 31st – February 18th, 2016 by Dr C. MALLESON in the DAI /
MSA magazine on Elephantine Island. The goal of this season was to conduct a brief assessment - to
establish a sampling protocol, organise the work flow of processing samples, and to outline
recommendations for future work.

Results
A sampling strategy was set in place. For the ongoing DAI/MSA excavations a c.5–10 litre sample for
(primarily) botanical analysis will be taken from every single individual locus excavated, and 100% of
plant material visible to the eye will continue to be hand-collected on site. The botanical samples will
all be processed by flotation, with a 1 litre sample being retained for dry-sieving. The flotation process
caused no apparent damage to the desiccated remains.
All hand-collected botanical samples from units 44501, 45501, and incoming material from 45502 up
to 18th February were studied during this assessment period. Additionally a portion of the flotation
samples from the 2016 season (mission 45502) were also studied.
52
See J. SIGL, Animal remains from the Middle Kingdom settlement, in: S. J. SEIDLMAYER et al., Report on the
Excavations at Elephantine by the German Archaeological Institute and the Swiss Institute from autumn 2014 to spring 2015,
Cairo 2015, p. 2–4: http://www.dainst.org/project/25953 (accessed: 05/06/2016).
53
See P. KOPP, Excavations in settlement, in: S. J. SEIDLMAYER et al., Report on the Excavations at Elephantine by the
German Archaeological Institute and the Swiss Institute from autumn 2013 to spring 2014, Cairo 2014, p. 2:
http://www.dainst.org/project/25953 (accessed: 05/06/2016).

The botanical remains on Elephantine Island are exceptionally well-preserved, both desiccated and
charred. The species identified in these samples thus far are as follows – list in order of frequency of
occurrence from most common to least
Halfa Grass (Desmostachya bipinnata / Imperata cylindrica) - culms
Sugar date (Balanites aegyptiaca) - fruits
Nebak / Christs thorn (Ziziphus spina-christi) - fruits
Emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccum) - grains and chaff
6-row Hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare) – grains and chaff
Dom palm (Hyphane thebaica) - fruits
Nile acacia (Acacia nilotica) - fruits
Argun palm (Medemia argun) - fruits
Melon family (Curcubitacae) - seeds
Persea (Mimusops laurifolia) - seeds
Common fig (Ficus carica) – seeds and fruits
Flax / Linen (Linum usitatissimum) – capsule fragments
Ryegrass (Lolium sp.) - grains
Knotweed family (Polygonacae) - seeds
Tamarisk (Tamarix nilotica) - leaflets
Caryophyllacae - seeds
Sedges (cf. Carex sp.) - seeds
Carpetweed (Glinus lotoides) - seeds
Legumes (Fabaceae, Trifolieae tribe) – pod fragments and seeds
Canary grass (Phalaris sp.) – grains
As might be anticipated, the staple cereals cultivated in ancient Egypt are present in this assemblage,
as are the most commonly found fruits and other crops (e.g. Linen / Flax). There is a high presence of
cereal processing by-products (chaff) within the samples, of both emmer wheat and hulled barley,
charred and desiccated.

Future work
The results from this assessment are very promising. The level of preservation of botanical materials
is truly exceptional, and the strategy of conducting flotation for every locus will be very rewarding.
Without doubt, whilst the full analysis of all this material will be time consuming, the results of such
high resolution sampling will undoubtedly make a major impact on our understanding of the realities
and complexities of life on Elephantine. The continuity of settlement activities in the area being studied
(First Intermediate – Second Intermediate period) provides an exciting opportunity to trace changes
through time. With sufficient time available for analysis of the samples there can be no doubt that
study of the Elephantine botanical assemblage has great potential to make a major contribution to
studies of agriculture, domestic activities and diet in ancient Egypt.
(C.J.M.)

3. Excavations of the Swiss Institute on Elephantine
a) Excavation of House 55 (18th Dynasty)
The Swiss Institute continued fieldwork within the framework of investigations on the development of
the town in the New Kingdom and the Late Period. Excavations were conducted in three areas: in H55

to the so
outh of the Sanctuary
S
off Heqaib, in A
Area XXIX to
o the north of
o the late K
Khnum Temp
ple and in
54
Area XX
XVI to the sou
uth of the Khnum Temple
e (see section 5) .

Fig. 25: Overview
O
on House 55 a t the end of season
s
(Foto
o: C. VON PILLGRIM, SI).

n of H55.
Fig. 26:: Sketch plan

After com
mpletion of a meticulous investigatio n of massive
e deposits du
umped over the ruin of House
H
55
in the prrevious seaso
on it was the
e main task o
of the season
n to further clarify
c
the buiilding develo
opment of
the housse and to study the fill of the rooms.555
At first, tthe southern limit of the area
a
was cutt back for ab
bout 1.5m in order to re-eexamine the recorded
stratigraphy above th
he building and
a to exposse the southern outer wa
all of the houuse (Fig.25–
–26). The
wall is sstill preserved
d up to a he
eight of abou
ut 3 m and was
w fully plastered. Tracces of red an
nd yellow
paint on the plaster indicate furth
her depictionss of boats.

54

Further membe
ers of the team were the photog
grapher A. KRA
AUSE, the archae
eologist B. VON PILGRIM, and th
he artists O.
and B.-C. SCHIEBE
C
.
55
On the work off the previous season cf. C. VO
ON PILGRIM in: Report
R
on the Excavations at E
Elephantine by the
t German
gical Institute an
nd the Swiss Ins
stitute from autu
umn 2014 to spring 2015, 10-12.
Archaeolog
VON PILGRIM

Figural p
paintings (sh
hips and figures) on plasster had been
n already un
ncovered at tthe building's
s eastern
outer wa
all in the prevvious season
n. A continua
ation of the scene
s
was ex
xpected to aappear beyon
nd a wall,
which was built in a later stage of the house
e in order to
o delimit a se
eparate houssing unit in the northeastern quarter of th
he house. Th
his unit conssists of two rooms
r
(H and K) and it w
was made accessible
from a llittle alley be
etween Hou
use 55 and the Heqaib Sanctuary by
b a new eentrance. The narrow
doorwayy led directly to the mid-la
anding of sta
airs continuing down to the floor-level of Room H and
a to an
upper flo
oor respectivvely. Both roo
oms were co
ompletely fille
ed with debris deriving froom walls of the
t upper
floor and
d remains of
o the collaps
sed ceiling a
and flooring. A column base in the rubble indic
cates the
existencce of a large room with a central supp
port in the up
pper floor. Th
he collapse oof the upper floor was
apparently caused by
b a heavy firre in Room K
K. A closed layer
l
of charrcoal and bu rnt wood cov
vered the
floor leve
el, and the faces
f
of the walls
w
were b
blackened fro
om smoke and fired by sstrong heat (Fig.
(
27).
Unfortun
nately, the ea
astern wall was
w badly afffected in pa
articular so that only few
w traces of re
ed colour
survived
d on the plasstered face of the wall. They are sufficient, how
wever, to reecognise at least one
further b
boat completting the sce
ene which ha
ad been unc
covered on the southernn continuatio
on of the
same wa
all in the prevvious season
n.

Fig. 27: Fire
F debris in room K (Fotto: C. VON PILGRIM, SI).

The sep
paration of ro
ooms H and K from the rest of the house
h
was part of a majoor restructuring when
the entirre building was
w split up into
i
three se
eparate room
m units during the reign of Thutmosis III. The
paintingss on the mu
ud plaster be
elong eviden tly to the old
dest building
g stage of H
H55 which sh
how clear
evidence
es for a non--domestic us
se. The colo
oured paintings, howeverr, were execcuted only affter a first
modifica
ation when a separate ro
oom was cre
eated in the south-weste
ern corner of the building. In this
room an earlier phasse of plaster is preserved
d on the sam
me wall (dotte
ed blue line i n room M in Fig. 26).
It showss traces of a graffiti-like painting
p
execcuted in blac
ck, different in style from
m the painting
gs on the
second p
phase of plasster beyond the newly bu
uilt wall.
Only after the entire
e building was
w
divided iin three indiividual room units domeestic installations like
quern em
mplacementss, ovens and
d undergroun
nd storage facilities were built in.
The latte
er were recta
angular vaultted cellars acccessible by square hatc
ches from thee top. After the house
fell into d
disuse the em
mpty cellars slowly filled up with air-b
borne sand and
a loamy duust from eros
sion. The
cellar in room C, how
wever, rema
ained empty and the vau
ult collapsed only later. Inn the debris that had

slipped into the cella
ar a well-pres
served stela tturned up wh
hich may hav
ve been oncee deposited in a layer
above th
he cellar (Fig
g. 28). Due to
o its seconda
ary position it now remains unclear w
whether the stela
s
was
part of th
he original eq
quipment of the
t building.

Fig. 28: Stela 45
5603K/b-10 a
after discove
ery (Foto: C. VON PILGRIM , SI).

The stela
a (Excavatio
on No. 45603
3K/b-10) is m
made of fine limestone and measures 55cm x 32,5
5cm x 1011,5cm (Fig. 29–30)). As the re
everse side o
of the stela is decorated
d with stars iin raised relief it was
made fro
om a formerr ceiling slab
b. The slab may derive from a sma
all chapel of the Middle Kingdom
when lim
mestone was the preferred material off stone consttructions in Elephantine.
E
The stella is inscribe
ed with an offering
o
form
mula evoking
g Osiris and Anubis andd was dedica
ated to a
certain P
Pn-3bw by his mother Jw
wntjw.

e of Stela 456
603K/b-10. (Fotos: A. KR
RAUSE, SI).
Fig. 29: Stela 45603K/b-10; Fig. 30: Reverse
(C.v.P.)

b) Studiies on New Kingdom
K
Po
ottery
The stud
dy of the Ne
ew Kingdom pottery from
m Elephantin
ne was continued in the framework of a joint
project o
of the Swisss Institute and the ER
RC project AcrossBorde
A
ers directed by J. BUDKA (LMU
5
56
Munich) . The focuss of work was
s put on reco
ording and studying the pottery
p
from House 55. During
D
fall
as well as from
2015 all pottery from
m the previo
ous season a
f
the firstt half of thee current sea
ason was
processe
ed.
(C.v.P.)

c) The s
spatial devellopment of the
t Khnum Temple precinct before
e the 30th D
Dynasty
Since long time the evolution
e
of the Khnum T
Temple prec
cinct pre-dating the fundaamental re-sttructuring
in the re
eign of Necta
anebo II has
s been a foccal research
h of the Swis
ss Institute. A
After F. ARN
NOLD had
complete
ed a large-sccale investigation of the Late Antique
e and Roman
n remains in the respective areas
to the no
orth and to th
he south of th
he temple so
ome years ag
go further ex
xcavations inn the preceding layers
57
were ressumed in the
e previous season . At first the worrk had been limited to thhe robbed fo
oundation
trench o
of the enclosure wall of the late temp
ple. This sea
ason work co
oncentrated on the areas
s beyond
the laterr enclosure wall.
w
The na
ature of depo
osits and oc
ccupation on both sides of the temp
ple differs
fundame
entally. On the
t
southern
n side (Area
a XXVI) rem
mains of exttensive storaage installattions and
stables w
were attested
d ranging in date from th
he New King
gdom to the 30
3 th Dynastyy. Layers on the north
side (Are
ea XXIX), ho
owever, cons
sist predomin
nantly of rub
bble from the
e constructionn and the de
estruction
of stone buildings an
nd mudbrick walls. Both areas can be correlated with each oother through
h remains
th
of the sa
ame temple enclosure
e
bu
uilt in the earlly 26 Dynas
sty (C in Fig.. 31).

wn. A: Presumed location
n of 18th Dyn asty chapel; B:
Fiig. 31: Sketcch map of Latte Period tow
Proce
essional route
e of 25th Dyn
nasty; C: Tem
mple enclosu
ure of 26th Dy
ynasty; D: Loocation of cha
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sametik II; E:: Enclosure of
o 27 Dynas
sty.
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Area XXIX: Due to the fact that all layers are sloping towards the north and towards the west a
precondition of any archaeological analysis was a system of sections in order to control and to record
the stratigraphic structure of the area. Taking account of earlier sondages work was conducted in a
series of small trenches in order to gain sections in several lines across the area.
Regarding infrastructure and special organisation of the temple precinct this area is of particular
interest. It may be assumed that a major processional route is crossing this area from west to east at
all times dating back at least to the early New Kingdom. The street is already attested on the back of
House 55 at the western limit of Area XXIX and is proven again on the same line in the late Ptolemaic
Period.58 Since a similar situation can be expected in the intermediate periods a stone pavement on
the bottom of an old robbery trench attracted our particular attention. In the course of this seasons
work it turned out that the pavement belongs to a street of c. 4.5 m width. The street runs from west to
east and may have been a major processional route connecting the town’s central main street to the
west of the area with the open space in front of the main entrance of the Satet Temple precinct to the
east (B in Fig. 31). The street is paved with roughly trimmed slabs of sandstone (Fig. 32), and it is
limited on its northern side by a mudbrick wall with a whitewashed plaster. On its southern side an
inclined retaining wall marks a higher level further south. The retaining wall is built with undressed
stones and is well plastered on its northern face. The original floor level of the raised terrace-like area
to the south is not preserved. The street can be preliminarily dated to the 25th/early 26th Dynasty.59 A
dating before the 7th cent. BC is also indicated by the fact that the retaining wall was destroyed by the
foundation trench of the surrounding wall of a chapel of Psametik II (D in Fig. 31).60 The construction
of this chapel was most likely the reason to enlarge the terrace and to shift the street to the north. The
street was filled with densely packed layers of mudbrick rubble and sandstone chippings. The latter
may originate from the destruction of a modest stone building which was replaced by the chapel of
Psametik II.
The chapel of Psametik was eventually destroyed during the reign of Nectanebo II, at the latest when
the enclosure wall of the new temple was to be built. The foundations of the temple were completely
robbed down to the foundation sand, and the emptied foundation pit and trenches were backfilled with
demolition waste originating from the destruction of earlier temples and chapels on the projected
construction site. The filling contains numerous fragments with temple decoration of the 18th Dynasty.
The majority of fragments can be attributed to pillars, door jambs and cavetto cornices and may
originate from a temple of Hatshepsut recently identified by F. ARNOLD (s.b.)61. Surprisingly, among the
fragments and chippings of NK temple blocks two small statues of the late Middle Kingdom showed up
(Fig. 32).

58
Cf. F. ARNOLD in MDAIK 67 (2011), p. 202-203, fig. 19. ARNOLD suggested a dating of the street in the time of
Ptolemy VI/VIII after the stone enclosure wall of the temple had been completed, a date which can be confirmed by further
pottery evidences attested in the adjoining layer in spring 2016. The proposed earlier date of the adjacent House 200, however,
can be now corrected. The house was clearly built only after the new arrangement of the street comprising of side walls and a
low ramp was finished. The house cuts into one of the walls consolidating the step in the terrain, which descends towards the
west. Therefore House 200 was most likely build in the early Roman Period, as it was already shown for the similar house K19
to the south of the temple, cf. C. VON PILGRIM, in: Report on the Excavations at Elephantine by the German Archaeological
Institute and the Swiss Institute from autumn 2013 to spring 2014, p. 12-13.
59
Corresponding to Phase III of pottery sequences in Elephantine established by D. ASTON.
60
Cf. C. VON PILGRIM, Ein Kultbau für Chnum aus der Zeit Psammetichs II., in DREYER et al., Stadt und Tempel von
Elephantine. 31./32. Grabungsbericht, MDAIK 61 (2005), 43-44.
61
F. ARNOLD in: Report on the Excavations at Elephantine by the German Archaeological Institute and the Swiss
Institute from autumn 2014 to spring 2015, 12-15.

Fig. 32: Statues of the MK in the
e filling of rob
bbed foundattion trench cutting into ann older retain
ning wall.
th
h
At lower right
r
paved processional
p
route of 25 Dynasty bonding to retaaining wall.

Both sta
atues are ma
ade of grano
o-diorite, and
d were foun
nd in the (se
econdary) filll of the robb
bed Saite
temple fo
oundation in Area XXIX. The larger sstatue depictts a man in a coat sittingg on a chair (Fig. 33).
The hea
ad is missing, and the sta
atue bears no
o inscription.62 The statu
ue may be daated to the early
e
13th
63
Dynasty.
n and is ins
The sma
aller statue depicts a sq
quatting man
scribed with an offering formula evo
oking the
64
prince H
Heqaib (Fig. 34).
3
It is de
edicated to th
he representtative of the high
h
stewardd (Jdnw n jmj
mj-r’ pr-wr)
Jrgemteff, born by th
he house-mis
stress Dedj, dedicated by
b the “follow
wer who lovees him” J’w-rrrj. 65 The
same Jrrgemtef is already know
wn from othe
er monuments from Elep
phantine. Am
mong these the most
interestin
ng one is an
n offering pla
ate discovere
ed by L. HAB
BACHI at the entrance off the anteroo
om of the
66
Sanctuary of Heqaib
b. It shows two small ba
assins and a larger reces
ss beyond, w
which appare
ently was
67
cut to ho
old a small statue.
s
HABACHI suggessted that it was
w a statue of the same man now ke
ept in the
Egyptian
n Museum in
n Berlin that belongs to tthis offering plate. 68 Tha
at statue is inndeed very similar to
ours tho
ough it bearss a higher tittle of Jrgem
mtef. The dim
mension of th
he statue’s ppedestal, however, is
slightly la
arger and may not fit to the size of th
he recess in the offering plate. 69 Coonsidering ad
dditionally
ewly discove
the corre
esponding tittles it is most likely the ne
ered statue that belongs to the known
n offering
plate.
Both sta
atues may ha
ave been orriginally place
ed in the Sa
anctuary of Heqaib.
H
It is hard to exp
plain how
they end
ded up in a la
ate context such
s
as a fill ing dumped in the time of
o Nectaneboo II, and in a different
sacred p
precinct such
h as the are
ea of the Khn
num Temple
e. After the destruction
d
aand plundering of the
Heqaib S
Sanctuary bo
oth statues were
w
possiblyy rescued an
nd transferred to the Khnnum Temple,, perhaps
even to enable a con
ntinuation of the cult. Du
ue to traces of yellowish mortar stickiing at the an
nepigraph
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b auf Elephantin
ne, SAGA 9, 19
994, p. 64 note 211. The newly
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c
the
Das Heiligtum des Heqaib
ading of HABACH
HI.
correct rea
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HABACHI, op. ciit. Museum num
mber ÄM 22463,, bought in 1925
5 by H. SCHÄFER
R in Aswan.
The pedestal measures
m
23,9c
cm on the fron
nt and 18,7 on the back side, see L. HABACCHI, Studies on the Middle
69
gh HABACHI did not specify the size of the receess the stated width
w
of the
Kingdom, Stud. Aeg. X, 1987, p. 192, pl.. XXXII. Althoug
ate (32cm) allow
ws a reasonable
e estimation. Ho
owever, this ass
sumption should
d be physically confirmed with the original
offering pla
objects.

statue it may be assumed that att least this sttatue was ev
ventually inco
orporated in a stone construction,
possibly a foundation. Mortar of the same q
quality is also
o to be found on decoraated fragmen
nts of NK
pillars an
nd door jambs discovere
ed in the sam
me filling (Fig. 35). Henc
ce it may noot be exclude
ed that at
least som
me of the NK
K blocks may
y have been reused in the
e foundation of the chapeel of Psamettik II.

Fig. 33: Statue
S
45701
1L/c-2; Fig. 3
34: Statue 45
5701L/c-23 (Fotos: A. KR
RAUSE, SI).

Fig. 35: Mo
ortar on deco
orated face o
of a NK pillar fragment (Fo
oto: C. VON P ILGRIM, SI).

Area XX
XVI: After com
mpleting and
d collating se
everal drawin
ngs of sections in the areea to the sou
uth of the
late Khnum Temple further
f
excav
vations were
e conducted in
i front of the
e Late Romaan house K20
0. A main
objective
e of the work is to con
nnect stratigrraphically a highly distinctive and w
well-dated la
ayer with
her to the west.
sondage
es excavated
d in earlier seasons
s
furth
w
The lay
yer in questiion fills a larrge pit of
former m
mortar producction (mkhmarra) and co
ontinues beyo
ond the pit as
a a levelled thin layer. Itt contains
numerou
us mud seallings with ca
artouches off Psamtik II and Amasis
s besides otther significa
ant waste
th
h
related to
o temple eco
onomy. Altho
ough this laye
er of the 26 Dynasty is immediately
i
superimposed by the
earliest layer to be connected with temple
e construction activities of Nectanebbo II remain
ns of two

building layers in between are discernible. The distinctive layer of Saite date is cut by the foundation of
a wall which belongs to a large separate enclosure south of the temple (E in Fig. 31). The deep
foundation of its northern wall was completely robbed. Whereas this enclosure was presumably build
in the 27th Dynasty a mortar bedding of a subsequent mudbrick wall may be correlated with the period
when the new temple project was already underway. The mortar bedding was uncovered above the
backfilled foundation trench of the robbed enclosure and may belong to a subsidiary building
contemporary to construction works at the temple of Nectanebo II.
In addition to the excavation in the town centre some further documentation work was conducted at
some sectors of the town wall such as at the north-eastern limit of the town (Area XIX) and at the
eastern edge of the town immediately to the south of the museums garden (Area XXIV).
(C.v.P.)

d) Research, Conservation and Restauration work on bronze artefacts and mortars
Further conservation works conducted by the Swiss Institute comprised the following:
In the period from March 15th until March 22nd E. PEINTNER continued cleaning and restoration of
heavily corroded small bronze objects found during the current season of excavation. Additionally, he
cleaned the newly discovered stela 45603K/b-10 from salt incrustations.
During a one-week stay lasting from March 23rd until March 31st A. WINKELS continued a study on
building mortar from various building phases of the Khnum Temple. The samples stem from blocks of
the Khnum Temple of the 18th Dynasty and the Ramesside Period as well as from the Saite Period,
30th Dynasty and Ptolemaic Period. Additional samples had been collected during the current
excavation and are related to the Khnum Temple precinct of the Middle Kingdom.
(C.v.P.)

4. The Khnum temple of the New Kingdom
The investigation of the relief decoration of the Khnum temple of the New Kingdom was continued by
the German Institute70. The aim of this season was to complete the documentation of the blocks that
had been reused in the temple house of Nectanebos II. In total some 80 blocks and fragments of
blocks have been recovered from this area. The blocks originate from at least two different buildings of
early Thutmosid date. The first building was a small barque station built by Queen Hatshepsut for the
processional barque of Khnum. The second building was probably founded by Thutmosis I and
finished or enlarged by Thutmosis II. Both buildings originally stood to the west of the main temple of
Khnum, in the area later occupied by the temple house of Nectanebos II. During the ongoing
excavations to the north of the Khnum temple some 300 additional relief fragments were found in the
building debris from the time of Nectanebos II (see contribution of C. VON PILGRIM, above). The
majority of these fragments can be attributed to the same two buildings.

Barque station of Hatshepsut

70
Members of the team were F. ARNOLD, J. IWASZCZUK and T. PERKINS. For previous work see M. BOMMAS, Der Tempel
des Chnum der 18. Dyn. auf Elephantine, Ph.D. thesis Heidelberg 2000, and the last preliminary reports, C. V. PILGRIM, 31./32.
Bericht, pp. 38-44; M. BOMMAS, 31./32. Bericht, pp. 44-51; F. ARNOLD, 39./40./41. Bericht, in print.

Many of the blocks found
f
in the foundations of Nectaneb
bos II appearr to originatee from a sma
all barque
station, m
measuring about
a
8.5 m in width and
d 10 m in de
epth. The buiilding was coomposed of a central
chamberr which was surrounded by an ambu
ulatory, with at
a least four square pillarrs on each side.
s
Best
preserve
ed are the monolithic
m
pillars, which w
were 64 cm wide
w
and abo
out 277 cm hhigh (Fig. 36
6). So far
four alm
most complete
e pieces hav
ve been iden
ntified, as well
w as several dozen fraagments. Sev
ven relief
blocks a
and several fragments
f
ca
an be attribu
uted to the 68
6 cm thick walls of thee inner cham
mber71. In
addition,, three fragm
ments of arc
chitraves havve been fou
und, as well as many piieces of the
e cornice,
painted iin blue and green.
g
On the p
pillars and wa
alls of the ba
arque station
n the names of Thutmosis
s II, Hatsheppsut and Thutmosis III
are men
ntioned, the latter with the throne name Mn-ḫp
pr-k3-Rc. Hatshepsut waas depicted with her
complete
e royal titles. Later her names
n
were erased and either left blank
b
or replaaced by those of her
decease
ed husband Thutmosis
T
II. In all casess the queen had
h originally
y been depiccted as a wom
man. The
female ffigures were later replace
ed by figuress of a male king. The bu
uilding must therefore ha
ave been
erected early in the reign
r
of Hats
shepsut, posssibly shortly
y after her co
oronation. Feew other build
dings are
known th
hus far from this early sta
age of her ca
areer72.

Fig. 36: Three sidess of a pillar from the barq ue station off Hatschepsu
ut, found reussed in the foundation
of the temple of Nectanebos
N
II. (Darwing: F. ARNOLD/L
L. MAJERUS, DAI).

On the iinner walls of
o the barque chamber tthe king is shown
s
prese
enting offerinngs to a proc
cessional
barque o
of Khnum. An
A inscription
n identifies tthe owner of
o the barque
e as Hnmw nb Ḳbḥ.w ḥrj-jb
ḥ
3bw
“Khnum,, lord of the Cataract, gu
uest in Elep hantine”. The barque its
self is inscribbed with the name of
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Among them th
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RBERGER, 17./18. Bericht, p. 19
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Hatshepsut was active in the region
r
of Aswan
n already early in her reign. Cf. L. HABACHI, Tw
wo graffiti at Seh
hel from the
72
Queen Hatshepssut, JNES 16, 19
957, pp. 92-96.
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Thutmosis I, suggesting that the actual barque had been dedicated by this king. On one wall an
extensive offering list was depicted.
On the pillars surrounding the barque chamber a range of gods are represented. Most are different
versions of the god Khnum, including Hnmw nb Ḳbḥ.w ḥrj-jb 3bw, Hnmw nb Snmwt and Hnmw Ḥwšs3w, the latter one of the gods of Kumma in Nubia73. On one of the pillars an ithyphallic god is
depicted, identified as Mjn-Jmn T3-Stj “Min-Amun of Nubia”. In addition several very rare gods are
represented, including Nb.t-Mnj.t “Lady-of-the-mooring-pole” and Jmj-pr=f “He-who-is in-his-house”.74
Most of the preserved scenes form part of an offering ritual. In fact, a complete version of the ritual
appears to have been depicted on the pillars and the walls of the barque station. Preserved are the
preparation of white bread, the offering of wine, the purification of the offering table, a libation, the
presentation of the nmst-jar, the burning of incense and the presentation of the offerings75.
The direction of the decoration and the distribution of Nekhbet and Wadjet birds above the king show
that the building was oriented toward the west. The barque station appears to have been attached to
the western enclosure wall of the main Khnum temple. From this back wall several blocks have been
found, decorated in raised relief. The barque station was probably erected on a raised stone platform,
with low balustrades placed between the pillars.
The building appears to have served during processions in which the barque of Khnum was lead from
his temple to the river. Because of the topographical situation of the temple high above the Nile, the
landing stage was not located in front of the temple but further north, near the area now occupied by
the monumental staircase of the Roman period. In order to reach the river the procession apparently
first lead westward, to the back of the temple, where the barque was placed in the newly identified way
station of Hatshepsut. It then proceeded downhill to the north, possibly along the main street of the
town. Near the landing stage Amenophis III later built a second barque station.

Building of Thutmosis I and Thutmosis II
A number of relief blocks found in the foundations of Nectanebos II cannot be attributed to the barque
station just described. They appear to originate from at least one other building. One of these blocks
shows king Thutmosis I presenting an offering of ointments to the goddess Anuket, lady of Nubia (Fig.
37). The name of the same king can also be found on a lintel of a doorway76 and on several fragments
of door jambs, possibly forming part of the same doorway. The pieces attest to a building constructed
by Thutmosis I, the first building of this king to be found in the First Cataract region. Thutmosis I is
known to have conducted a major military campaign in Nubia and the building may have been part of
his efforts to pacify the region. On Elephantine he apparently also dedicated a barque to the god
Khnum, as mentioned above.

73
R. A. CAMINOS, Semna-Kumma II. The Temple of Kumma (London 1998), pp. 85-88, pl. 70-73 (Room H).
74
Possibly identical with Jmj-pr-jt.f. CH. LEITZ (Hrsg.), Lexikon der ägyptischen Götter und Götterbezeichnungen I
(Leuven 2002), p.236.
75
For the ritual see N. TACKE, Das Opferritual des ägyptischen Neuen Reiches, OLA 222, Leuven/Paris/Walpole 2013.
76
H. RICKE, Die Tempel Nektanebos’ II. in Elephantine und ihre Erweiterungen, Cairo1960, pl. 20a.

Fig. 3
37: Thutmosiis I offering ointments
o
to tthe goddess
s Anuket, lady of Nubia. B
Block reused
d in the
fou
undation of the temple off Nectanebos
s II. (Foto: F.. ARNOLD, DA
AI).

A group of nine larg
ge relief bloc
cks bear a d
decoration in raised relief of similarr size and style.
s
The
blocks w
were part of scenes show
wing the intrroduction of the king into
o the templee, the presen
ntation of
cattle to the god Khn
num-Ra (fig. 38), the kin
ng adoring a male god, th
he coronatioon of the king
g and the
presenta
ation of yearrs to the king
g by Anuket and by anotther female god. The theemes revolv
ve around
the role of the king and
a would be
e typical for a hall of appearances or another spaace in the fro
ont part of
a temple
e. None of th
he blocks has
s a decoratio
on on two sid
des. Apparen
ntly the wallss of the build
ding were
90 cm tthick or morre and were composed of two face
es. On one of
o the relieff blocks the name of
Thutmossis II is preserved, and he
h may be a
assumed to have been responsible
r
ffor the deco
oration. In
one case, the decorration replac
ces an earlie
er one in sm
maller scale, which had bbeen arrange
ed in two
registerss. It is possib
ble that Thutmosis II en
nlarged or fin
nished a building erectedd by his fath
her, quite
possibly the building of Thutmosiis I described
d above.
Several more buildin
ng elements
s preserved in the found
dations of Nectanebos I I date to the
e time of
Thutmossis II. These include partts of at least two architra
aves decorate
ed with largee-scale inscrriptions in
sunken relief. The inscriptions all
a start with
h the dd md
dw-formula, followed
f
by the names of Satet,
Anuket and Thoth. In the centtral axis of each architrrave a minia
ature, vignettte-like scen
ne shows
Thutmossis II presentting offerings
s to the god K
Khnum. This
s unusual dec
coration scheeme appears to have
no parallel elsewhere
e. The archittraves rested
d on square pillars, which
h were also decorated with
w largescale insscriptions. On one of the preserved frragments the
e names of Khnum
K
and A
Anuket are prreserved.
The arch
hitraves and
d pillars coulld originate ffrom a portico at the façade of the building, orr from an
ambulato
ory surround
ding the build
ding.
One of the relief bloccks originates from the o uter corner of
o the buildin
ng, with a toru
rus at the corrner. One
side sho
ows a decorration in sunken relief, th
he other a decoration
d
in
n raised relieef. The deco
oration in
sunken rrelief was de
elimited by a kind of fram
me with the titles of Thutmosis II, beeloved by Kh
hnum-Ra.
The orig
ginal location
n of the block is not clea
ar. It could originate from
m the outer ccorner of a sanctuary
s
that wass surrounded
d by an ambu
ulatory. In thiis case it would be surprising, howevver, that one side was
decorate
ed in sunken relief.

Fig. 38
8: Thutmosis II presenting
g cattle to Kh
hnum-Ra. Blo
ock reused in
n the foundaation of the te
emple of
Ne
ectanebos II. (Drawing: F.
F ARNOLD, DA
AI).

It is still unclear whe
ether all build
ding elementts described above originate from a single building. Even
less clea
ar is the layo
out of the building. It mayy have comprrised inner chambers deccorated by Thutmosis
T
I, a frontt hall decora
ated by Thuttmosis II and
d either a pillared portico
o or an ambbulatory deco
orated by
Thutmossis II. The function and meaning
m
of tthe building likewise
l
rem
mains elusivee. The god mentioned
m
most frequently is Khnum-Ra, a syncretic go
od rarely atte
ested before the New Kinngdom. In th
he temple
ct is mentioneed, never Kh
hnum-Ra.
erected ffurther east by Thutmosiis III only Kh num, lord off the Catarac
In contra
ast to the main
m
temple of Khnum tthe building of Thutmosis I and II m
may thus ha
ave been
dedicate
ed to Khnum
m-Ra. The the
emes of the decoration highlight the
e role of the king, a possible hint
that the building wass intended to serve the re
ejuvenation of
o the king in some manneer.
(F.A.)

5. Stela of Senwosrret III
During the clearance
e of debris (sebbakh)
(
ne
ear the soutthern city wa
all a fragmennt of a stela made of
sandston
ne was found
d (Fig. 39, ob
bject numbe r K13708). The
T fragmentt is 20 cm wiide, 13 cm high and 7
cm thickk. Preserved is the curve
ed top of the stela and part of its righ
ht edge. Thee stela must originally
have bee
en about 28 cm wide. On the front sside are the remains
r
of an
a inscriptionn in incised liines, with
traces off blue paint. The center of the prese
erved part off the stela is occupied byy the throne name of
c
c
king Sen
nwosret III (Ḫ
Ḫ -k3.w-R w),
w written ve
ertically. The right half off the stela a ppears to ha
ave been
occupied
d by the Horu
us name of the
t king. Onlly the tail of the
t falcon is preserved, aas well as a corner of
the fram
me surroundin
ng the name
e. To the left of the royal names are traces of thee first three lines of a
text writtten horizonta
ally. The first line and th
he beginning of the seco
ond line mayy be reconstrructed as
mrjj St[t]] nb[t 3bw] “beloved
“
of Satet,
S
lady o
of [Elephantine]”. Of the rest of the second line only two

signs are
e preserved (possibly jw
wn…). The th
hird line begiins with a da
ate, to be recconstructed as rnpt 8
[…] “Yea
ar 8, […].”
Senwosrret III is know
wn to have co
onducted a m
major military
y campaign to
t Nubia in hhis 8th regnal year, the
first of fo
our such cam
mpaigns77. Tw
wo rock insccriptions foun
nd on the neiighboring islaand of Sehel mention
a chann
nel cut in the
e same yea
ar to facilitate
e the procession of the
e goddess A
Anuket from Sehel to
78
Elephantine . On Elephantine
E
itself a stela
a was found which comm
memorates tthe construc
ction of a
fortificatiion on the issland in the same
s
year799. The newly discovered stela may hhave been errected on
the same
e occasion. It
I is the more
e to be lamen
nted that nott more of the stela has beeen found so
o far.

ar 8 of Senwo
osret III (Foto
o: P. KOPP/Zeichnung: F.. ARNOLD, DA
AI).
Fig. 39: Stela dated to yea
(F.A.)
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6. Studying of remains of Ptolemaic and Roman temples from Elephantine
The objective of this year’s participation in the work of the mission on Elephantine was to continue the
research on the Ptolemaic and Roman temples erected in the cult centre that had functioned on the
island. The subject matter of the research is a part of the project called „Ptolemaic and Roman
Temples of the First Cataract Region (Kalabsha, Elephantine)”, which has been in progress for several
years.
1. The aim of the research conducted at the moment is, above all, to recapitulate the results of the
studies on the remains of the Ptolemaic and Roman temples on Elephantine conducted since 1996
and compare the results with the presentation of these buildings in the monograph Elephantine XV,
published in 1996. Such Addendum for the volume would provide feedback for the statements related
to the chronology and decoration of the temples suggested in the monograph, as well as for the
interpretation of the issues related to theology and the gods represented in temple iconography.
The works conducted in February 2016 within the framework of the above-mentioned project focused
on the fragments representing the Ptolemaic and Roman phases of the decoration process in the
temple of Khnum and the buildings in its temenos. It is the material collected in the lapidarium, which
is dedicated to this portion of the religious centre of Elephantine, with systematically added spolia from
the excavations or cleanup of the area of the kom. More fragments were added to the register of the
remains of Khnum and Satet temples (amounting to 1166 items after this season), which are
subjected to study and documentation (photographs and facsimiles). These fragments provide
valuable information for the research of several issues, including:
- Distinguishing the figural decoration made during the reign of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II from the
stylistically almost-identical decoration dated to the time of Domitian. It was another phase of the study
on these groups of decorations situated in the temple of Khnum and belonging to Complex VIII
described in Elephantine XV years ago (p. 67-70). This study phase contributed to the modification of
the conclusions drawn from previously analysis of the texts that indicated the paths for the
identification of the material associated with different chronologies. Regardless of the issue of
distinguishing between the two groups of decorations, their location within the temple of Khnum is still
open for discussion. It must be remembered that the only room which raises no doubts as to its
suitability for the placement of the decorations made in high relief, either Ptolemaic or Roman, is the
pronaos. Taking into consideration the fact that the decorations from the times of Ptolemy VIII
Euergetes include a fragment that belongs to the cycle of scenes of “walking out of the palace” (GR
545), characteristic for the ornamentation of the pronaos, it seems likely that the decorations of that
king were situated in the pronaos. It would make one inclined to put forward a hypothesis locating
Domitian’s decoration inside the naos (=Tempelhaus) of the temple of Khnum. It would be possible,
assuming the exclusion of some rooms of the naos from the decoration programme of Nectanebo II.
- Drawing conclusions on the issue of the decoration made in sunken relief on the external side of the
façade of the naos in the temple of Khnum. The key element for this identification was a fragment of
the screen wall GR 140 which constituted a part of the scene of the so-called „baptism of the king”,
belonging to the aforementioned (in the context of the decoration of the inner part of the pronaos)
cycle of scenes that represented “walking out of the palace”. The characteristic thick plaster present
on that fragment implies that the portion of the temple was renovated in the Roman period (on the
subject of renovation of Ptolemaic reliefs in the Roman period80. The fragment, crucial for the
identification, also provides information related to the colour palette of the secondary painted
decoration and its other stylistic traits. It was also helpful for the identification and documentation of a
80

Cf. Elephantine XV, p. 115-116, 153-156.

fragment of jamb GR 1105, which belonged to one of the three doors of the pronaos and suggested
the presence of the so-called motif of papyrus and lotus swamps on its façade. It paved the way for
establishing the location of another few fragments featuring plant decoration, collected in the
lapidarium, in the pronaos façade. The addition of other fragments displaying identical stylistic traits of
the painted decoration was critical for distinguishing the fragments belonging to the columns of the
pronaos façade and the walls. The walls should be identified, above all, as screen walls. It was also
possible to indicate fragments of cornices topping the screen walls of the façade on the basis of
analogies in the painted decoration.
- The solution of the case of the so-called thick Ptolemaic plaster, which has been analyzed for a long
time. The key element for its identification is architrave GR 202 with decoration made during the reign
of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, associated with the pronaos of the temple of Khnum. Some fragments of
columns covered with similar thick plaster, which represent different friezes of the decoration, were
distinguished and compared to the architrave mentioned above as well as to the plaster covering the
remains of inner columns of the pronaos preserved in situ. As a consequence, it was concluded that
the fragments might have constituted parts of those inner columns.
- Progress in the work on the series of fragments from an unidentified room which belonged to the
architectural complex of the temple of Khnum: a fragment of the lintel and ceiling of a fairly small gate
decorated in the times of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (GR 1148) is an exceptionally important artefact
that was documented this season. The only surviving part is the red colour of its painted decoration,
which makes it stylistically close to the group of fragments of the doors to the room associated with the
cult of medu (the theory of such identification is based on fragment GR 309). The location of that room
in the temple of Khnum itself or its temenos remains unknown.
- Solution of the case of the Ptolemaic decoration in high relief with a marked flattening of the surface:
- More fragments were added to the group of decorations from the times of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II
made in high, strongly flattened, relief. The location of the group and its connection with the marked
presence of decorations commissioned by that ruler in Complex VIII need further study.
- The continued study on the theological message of the sacral buildings on Elephantine resulted in
recording newly-discovered spolia which came from the naos (Tempelhaus) of the temple of Khnum
and belonged to the columns featuring decoration made in high relief, carved during the reign of
Nectanebo II. They confirm the presence of Hathor frieze made in high relief on these columns, as
suggested in Elephantine XV. It is extremely important information concerning the theology of the
temple of Khnum at all stages of its existence.
2. The stay on Elephantine also involved cooperation with Dr. A. KREKELER, who worked on the next
stage of the project aiming to reconstruct the temple of Osiris Nesmeti, initiated by Dr. C. UBERTINI
years ago.
Our joint research on architecture and epigraphy in February 2016 focussed on the sanctuary of the
temple, decorated by Vespasian, as well as the façade of the pronaos decorated by Domitian. The
location of blocks from rows 4-7 in sanctuary walls A and C, and of the blocks placed in the façade
was adjusted and verified. This process included row 1 of the right screen wall of the temple and the
previous placement of block 810 which belonged to row 4 of the right portion of the façade.
Identification and description of the blocks from the façade of the pronaos, collected in the lapidaria,
and above all, establishing their location in relation to particular construction layers, was an important
aspect of the cooperation. That part of the work served the purpose of coordination of the
reconstruction works planned for the next season. The coordination concerning the materials from the

lapidaria
a also encom
mpassed grou
ups of fragme
ents exclude
ed from the reconstructio n. They belo
ong to the
architravve of the façade and th
he lintel of a small unid
dentified buiilding. In thee future they will be
displayed at an exhib
bition that will accompanyy the reconstructed temp
ple.
(E. L.-K.)

7. Resto
oration work
k on the tem
mple of Osiriis Nesmeti and
a other co
onservation work
The Swiiss Institute has continue
ed the recon
nstruction off the Osiris-N
Nesmeti tem
mple (“Temple
e Y”)81 in
th
th
the perio
od of Februa
ary 13 until March 10 , 2016. Works
s were conducted in the field by A. KREKELER
and the cconservator J. FAYEIN.
The wallls of the san
nctuary were rebuilt up to
o layer 7, the
e walls of the
e pronaos arre finished up
p to layer
5. Missin
ng blocks were
w
replaced
d by mason ry consisting
g of lime-san
ndstone briccks. The join
nts of the
original m
masonry were filled with lime mortar (Fig. 40). Fo
or this purpo
ose a methodd was develo
oped and
impleme
ented on the upper layers
s of blocks. A
After closing the joints at the faces off the blocks, a gravity
grout mo
ortar was injjected into th
he original p
pouring holes
s after a pre
eliminary wettting with wa
ater. With
this meth
hod, the gaps and joints could be fille
ed at once on
n a height of several layeers.82

g. 40: Filling of joints with
h lime mortarr (Foto: C. VO
ON PILGRIM, S
SI).
Fig

ary, in layer 7, a block was
w assembleed to the low
wer stone
On the rright jamb off the door of the sanctua
layer by means of th
hree stainless steel dowe
els in order to
t release the load of thee block whic
ch weighs
on a parrtly reconstitu
uted block.
The linte
el block (Y 64) of the western
w
side
e entrance (wall
(
F; Fig. 41) was pprepared by inserting
stainlesss steel anch
hors in the broken
b
side.. The missin
ng part of th
he block willl be comple
eted next
seasonss with a cassted prosthe
esis made o
of Araldite concrete,
c
in order to guuarantee a sufficient
structura
al resistance of this archittectural elem
ment.
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Cf. CHR. UBER
RTINI, Restitution
n Architecturale du „Temple Y““, in: DREYER et al., Stadt undd Tempel von Elephantine.
E
abungsbericht, MDAIK 61, 200
05, p. 64-75. We
e are grateful to
o the German Arrchaeological Innstitute for providing crucial
31./32. Gra
equipmentt without which the
t presend work could not havve been carried
d out.
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The grouting mortar
m
was formu
ulated as follow
wing: 1 part of pu
utty lime, 2 parts
s of sand, ½ paart of fired brick powder (for
g of the lime). Sand
S
and brick powder
p
was sievved to a grain size
s
inferior to 1m
mm.
hydrolyzing

The adjo
oining block Y 44 continues the unfiniished torus of
o the lintel. Additionally,
A
it bears on itts outside
83
face seccondarily inciised ornaments depicting
g two six-poiinted stars (F
Fig. 42) . Thhe block had
d been at
first disccovered for the first tim
me by H. JAARITZ of the Swiss Institute during the 14th season of
excavation in Februa
ary 1985 in the
t uppermo
ost preserved
d layer of a retaining waall of the 6th cent. AD
next to th
he Roman sttairway north
h of the muse
eum. It was uncovered again in Noveember 2000 (Exc. No.
30304P--10) and tran
nsferred together with a
all other bloc
cks of the Nesmeti Tem
mple, which had
h
been
reused in the same construction
n, to the ope
en-air storage
e of the site by the Swisss Institute on
o March
84
21st, 200
01 . Since the
t block wa
as found in th
he inner parrt of the retaining wall thee symbols must
m
have
been inccised before the block wa
as used as cconstruction material.
m
Most likely theyy were engra
aved after
the Nesmeti Temple
e has fallen in disuse a
and before itt was dismantled in the 6th century AD. Sixpointed stars (hexag
grams) are known as d
decorative an
nd magic sy
ymbols from various objects (f.e.
amulets,, coins, lamp
ps) in early-Christian an
nd Islamic co
ontext as we
ell as on buiildings of the Islamic
Middle A
Ages85. The stars engrav
ved in the lin
ntel of the side entrance
e of the tempple of Osiris Nesmeti
may be cconsidered as
a one of the
e earliest exa
amples.

g. 41: Side view of Osiris Nesmeti Tem
mple; Fig. 42
2: Lintel of side entrance : Block Y44 with
w
Fig
unfinished torus and
a seconda
ary engraving
gs (Fotos: C.. VON PILGRIM
M, SI).

Besides the anastylo
osis of the te
emple the recconstruction of both capiitals and coluumns of the entrance
into the pronaos wass continued. All fragmentts with joining surfaces were
w
reassem
mbled. Bonding of the
fragments is conduccted with Ara
aldite 2015, locally thick
kened with stone
s
powdeer and/or gra
avels if a
structura
al connection
n is required in some ga
aps. Dowellin
ng is made with
w fiberglasss dowels of 6mm in
diameterr for the sma
aller fragments, and with stainless ste
eel dowels off 12 mm for tthe bigger grroups. On
one of th
he two lower blocks, a la
arge part of the bedding
g side was re
estituted by a prosthesis
s of white
cement m
mortar, attacched with sta
ainless steel d
dowel and Araldite
A
concrrete fillings (F
Fig. 43).
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According to th
he order of MAHMOUD AFIFI, Dirrector General of
o the Departme
ent of Pharaonicc Antiquities in the Ministry
rd
w disassembled on March 23
3 , 2016. It was transferred to
o the storage arrea next to the museum of
of Antiquities, the block was
th
ne on March 28 , 2016.
Elephantin
84
S. SCHÖNENBERGER, Untersuc
chungen im Süd
dosten der Mon
numentaltreppe, in: DREYER et al., Stadt und Tempel
T
von
ne. 28./29./30. Grabungsberich
G
t, MDAIK 58, 20
002, p. 200-210.
Elephantin
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Cf. C. FLUCK, G. HELMECKE, E. R. O’CONN
NELL, Egypt. Fa
aith after the Pharaos,
P
Londoon 2015, p.195. Graffiti of
wn from the Hibis
s Temple at el-K
Kharga, cf. E. CRUZ-URIBE, Hib
bis Temple Projeect Vol. 3. The Graffiti
G
from
hexagramss are also know
the Temple
e Precinct, San Antonio 2008 (Graffiti 223-228
8).

F
Fig. 43: Consolidation off column with
h stainless stteel dowels (Foto: C. VON
N PILGRIM, SI).
(C.v.P.)

8. Objec
cts and spac
ce – functional settleme
ent analyses
s
This study is part off a larger re
esearch proje
ect by P. KOPP
O
and C. JEUTHE. In ccollaboration with the
IFAO, it includes diffferent settle
ement areass from Eleph
hantine Islan
nd and Ayn Asil (Dakhla
a Oasis),
dating frrom the Old
d Kingdom to the earliier Middle Kingdom.
K
Th
he project aaims to add
dress the
(function
nal) differences of buillding compllexes and/o
or settlement areas ass expressed
d by the
combina
ation of findss, features and
a
architecttural elemen
nts. Other su
ub studies hhave been in
ntegrated
(such ass the lithic fin
nds, for exam
mple, see be
elow), where
eby questions
s of quality, selection and access
within a settlement are
a addressed.
The projject work at Elephantine Island starte
ed with a cas
se study of the
t buildingss from the arrea ‘Satet
86
6
West’. There, a ra
apid sequenc
ce of building
g (building ph
hases X to P),
P dating froom mid 2nd dynasty to
th
early 4 dynasty, wa
as selected. These build
dings consistt mostly of one or two ceentral rooms
s with the
n
of smaller
s
room
ms. These ro
ooms were only
o
partly exxcavated, as
s was the
addition of varying numbers
court arrea outside the buildin
ng. P KOPPP kindly allo
owed acces
ss to the ccomplete ex
xcavation
documen
ntation, and on this basis
s, the fine strratigraphical developmen
nt has been ffollowed. Alto
ogether it
consists of 31 sequ
uences. As an
a individuall room may have underrgone severaal renewals during a
building phase, no changes were
e recorded fo
or others at the
t same tim
me, and not aall floors and
d features
can be easily relate
ed. Thus a ‘sequence’ can either contain pre
ecise featurees which we
ere used
contemp
poraneously (i.e. during the
t first state
e of use, for example, or connected ffloors and sh
hort-living
installatio
ons) or, on the contrary
y, contain a
all those whiich existed during
d
a cerrtain time frame (i.e.
depositss situated be
etween complete renew
wals, for exa
ample, or larrger fill depoosits and so
o on). In
addition,, sequencess between th
he main bui lding phases
s (i.e. betwe
een building phase S and
a
R for
example
e) have been
n separated. The depositts and featurres were classified as, foor example, ’secured’
contextss, whose invventories sho
ould clearly relate to acttivities taking
g place insidde the room
m. On the
other hand there are
e large fill or leveling
l
depo
osits, for whiich a lot of material
m
was bbrought from
m outside.
However, the biggesst problem is the definitio
on of accumu
ulation layers
s, which are indicated be
est by the
composiition, homogeneity and th
hickness. Th
he number and nature of finds may hhelp to distinguish the
nature of these depo
osits.
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See P. KOPP ET
E AL. in print fo
or the excavatio
on and general presentation off the finds. Thiss season’s work has been
arship of the De
eutsches Archäo
ologisches Instittut.
generouslyy founded by a research schola

Apart from integration of the lithic tools into the main database (see below), other find groups were
also reviewed to standardize the terms and descriptions used at Elephantine and Ayn Asil. That
applies especially to the various small finds made from dried mud and the often slightly cryptic ‘varia’
finds, but also to the tools. With regards to distribution, it soon became obvious that certain find groups
almost exclusively came from construction phases, and mainly from large fills. Hence, finds such as
sealed jar stoppers, model boats, gaming pieces and figurines (to name a few) seem to be related to
the debris from the (temple?) activities outside the research area. More notably, if they came from
deposits related to the building, they mainly date from earlier building phases, as, for example, in the
case of the stone vessel sherds.
The largest find groups related to building use are the tools, which, in this case, include most of the reused ceramic sherds. A strikingly large number show traces implying ‘rubbing’ on something, as well
as, in some cases, indicating use as a burin. This contrasts with the finds in Ayn Asil, where the
number of re-used sherds is much smaller. Instead, the local and directly available soft sandstone was
used for this kind of ad-hoc tool.87
Within the group of stone implements, in some cases the concentration of certain tools (such as
hammer stones) clearly displays particular activities; however, these concentrations are more frequent
in the construction levels. The lithic finds only show a poor inventory, and, though production debris is
present, larger stone knapping activities did not take place. However, a more detailed analysis still has
to be carried out for possible limited or ad hoc local tool production, or if, alternatively, debris and
debitage were the dislocated remains of production taking place elsewhere.
(C.J./P.K.)

9. Lithic studies
The recording and photographic documentation of the study collection of this project was completed
during the autumn season of 2015.88 The lithic finds which come from a building sequence of a third
settlement area, ‘Satet West’ (see also above), have been added, so the original documentation by R.
COLMAN was modified and enhanced according to our now established recording system89.
Consisting of 3081 pieces, almost 2/3 of the collection originates from chosen contexts of the 2nd/3rd
Dynasty. Contexts from this date were chosen from the excavations of M. ZIERMANN, mainly from the
area designated as Satet-North (STN) and, to a lesser extent, from the so-called north-eastern town
(NO)90. The newly added research area Satet-west, recently excavated by P. KOPP, mostly originates
from the same date, with only a small amount coming from the 4th dynasty91. The finds from the late
Old Kingdom and early First Intermediate Period, mainly come from the settlement south of the main
town92, (excavated by D. RAUE) and from a small trench in the central town area (CTV), (excavated by
M. ZIERMANN.93) However, the later cluster still lacks some detailed information on the fine
87
C. JEUTHE, Balat X. Ein Werkstattkomplex im Palast der 1. Zwischenzeit in Ayn Asil, FIFAO 71, Kairo 2012, pp. 240,
273.
88
See for an introduction and preliminary results C. JEUTHE/R. COLMAN, 9. Silex Studies, in: S. SEIDLMAYER et al.,
Elephantine - Report on the 44 the season (English), Cairo 2015, pp. 19-21, http://www.dainst.org/project/25953 (accessed:
05/06/2016).
89
R. COLMAN, Flint, in: P. Kopp (in print).
90
M. ZIERMANN, Elephantine XXVIII. Die Baustrukturen der älteren Stadt (Frühzeit und Altes Reich). Grabungen in der
Nordoststadt (11.-16. Kampagne) 1982-1986, AV 108, Mainz 2003.
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P. KOPP (in print).
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See for the excavation area D. RAUE, Untersuchungen im Stadtgebiet südlich des Chnumtempels, in G. Dreyer et al.,
Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine. 31./32. Grabungsbericht, MDAIK 60, 2005, pp. 18-35.
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See S. Müntel, Siedlungsbebauung des späteren Alten Reiches und der frühen 1. Zwischenzeit im Bereich des
ptolemäischen Chnumtempels (CTV), in W. Kaiser et al., Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine. 21./22. Grabungsbericht, MDAIK
51, 1992, pp. 109-120.

stratigraphical development, which is mostly completed for the collection, which is why the collection is
currently still being studied as ensemble.
Around 80 % of the finds are classified as either debitage (incl. preparation flakes), debris, or as core,
and, to a lesser extent, as indeterminate small fragment. Therefore finds referring mainly to local
production are well represented. They occur in all research areas, though the amount dating to later
deposits is slightly higher, but more than a third date to the 2nd/ 3rd dynasty. Although these are only
preliminary observations, they clearly show the importance of local production as it seems the quantity
is rather similar in all of the research areas despite their differences in date. We feel, therefore, that
the role of local production in relation to the find contexts during the Old Kingdom on Elephantine
Island will have to be re-viewed in detail. In contrast, as was already stated last year, most import
groups and certain tools are lacking in the later deposits, which is why the imports might be
understood as a diachronic element. But their occurrence rate in the area west of the Satet Temple is
almost as low as in the later deposits, while they appear frequently and with much greater variation in
the STN/NO area. The same applies to tools (such as bitruncated tools) which are related to specific
kinds of raw materials. They are also hardly present in the area west of the Satet temple. To sum up,
while it seems safe to suggest that imported tools only played a very small role in the late Old
Kingdom, they have so far appeared in varying quantities in earlier Old Kingdom contexts. We hope,
therefore, to follow these questions up in the future, to shed a different light on the distribution inside
the settlement, and possibly to undergo a functional analysis of the individual building complexes.
(C.J./R.C.)

10. Training of inspectors and museum staff in museum education and an open day for pupils
from Aswan in the Nubian Museum
From October 25th to 29th, 2015 a training course in “Museum Education” took place in the Nubian
Museum in Aswan94.
Modern museology demands museum education. A museum should offer access to its pieces to all
visitors. Children are essential for museums, because they are the future visitors: make a museum
attractive and interesting for children and they will come back when they grow up. The main focus of
this training were therefore the children (age 6 to 12) and how to involve them in a museum or an
archaeological site.
Fourteen curators from the Nubian Museum, the Island Museum on Elephantine and the inspectors’
offices of the Ministry of Antiquities for Pharaonic and Islamic Archaeology in Aswan took part in this
training.
The first day was used for getting to know each other and the collection of the Nubian Museum. The
participants learned how detailed objects can be seen. There are different angles on which to present
an object to children and how to embed it in different themed guided tours.
This continued in the next two days: the participants selected objects from the collection which they
thought interesting and presented them to the rest of the group, further viewpoints were added by

94
This course was held by R. BICKER, from the State Museum of Egyptian Art in Munich, Germany on invitation of the
German Archaeological Institute Cairo, who is an Egyptologist and works since 10 years in the field of museum education. Help
and translation support was given by H. SONBOL, who is working in the project “Teaching Materials on the Archaeology of Egypt”
at the German Archaeological Institute Cairo.

Roxane Bicker, inccluding how
w to engage
e children with
w
the ob
bject. Childrren need variety
v
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presenta
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eed to see, to
t hear, to ffeel, to touch
h. It is also important noot only to ta
alk to the
children,, but to ask them and he
elp them to ffind things out
o on their own.
o
Childreen should be
e seen as
equals to
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d should be treated
t
so. T
The view on an object from a child ddiffers from that
t
of an
adult. Th
he participan
nts of the tra
aining soon took this ap
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them ha
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b
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Fig. 44
4–48: (top left to second row right): C
Children durin
ng the open day
d at the Nuubia Museum
m doing
activitties in the mu
useum and le
earning abou
ut objects (Fo
otos: J. SIGLL, DAI).

The fourrth day was a field trip to
o the excava
ation on Elep
phantine, bec
cause the invvolvement off children
on archa
aeological siites is also important, evven though the condition
ns under whhich to work are very
different from musseums. Uns
supervised activities for
f
children like museeum-quizzes
s or an
archaeological backkpack (which
h is very su
uccessful in the Munich museum) w
were discuss
sed. The
participa
ants also guid
ded one another on the e
excavation.
The fifth and last da
ay was for prractical workk and the pre
eparation of the Childrenn's Day in the Nubian
Museum
m on Novemb
ber 1st. On th
his day the p
participants trransferred th
he theoreticaal knowledge they had
learned in the past days into practice.
p
Five
e stations were
w
prepare
ed, where oone object should be

presente
ed to the children follo
owed by a small works
shop. These
e workshopss included writing
w
in
hieroglyp
phics, designing pectora
als, making an Egyptian
n mask, play
ying the boaard-game Senet and
crafting a little diora
ama. The participants w
were responsible for the
e realization of the day
y. Nearby
schools were invited to come to the
t Museum in four group
ps of each 50 children att each morning-hour.
During tthe whole training all the participan
nts were very interested and eager to learn. Th
hey were
excited, very intent and
a reliable. All
A recorded a great deall of what was
s said and doone.
The Chilldren's Day was
w a great success. Ne
early 200 children took part
p in it and the Nubian Museum
the children
bustled w
with activity.. The participants showe
ed what they learned, encountered
e
n on eyeand mastere
level, showed a grea
at variety of presentation
p
ed also occurring challennges in the in
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oned themse
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Let me a
add a person
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st: I am veryy proud of all of my attend
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Fig. 49: Participantss of the training in museu
um education
n and with the
eir trainer annd the directo
ors of the
Inspe
ectorate and
d museum (Foto: J. SIGL, DAI).
(R.B.)

11. Train
ning of loca
al colleagues
s in archaeo
ological field
d drawing
The two week long fiieldschool to
ook place from
m the 5th to 17
1 th March with
w six inspeectors from th
he Aswan
Inspecto
orate. The le
essons deallt with field documentattion and, in particular, with the drrawing of
analysis an
sections, including stratigraphic
s
nd description. There we
ere both theooretical and practical
lessons. For the latte
er, an area next to the pyyramid was selected,
s
whe
ere larger seections remaiined from
previouss excavation
ns, while the
e theoretica l backgroun
nd focused on the pressentation of different
systems of documentation. During the seco
ond week th
he focus mo
oved towardss establishin
ng a grid
system a
and how ind
dividual draw
wings can be
e related thereby. We inttensively traained the me
embers in
different methods off creating a general grid
d and drawiing lines, su
uch as by ussing Pythagoras, the
leveling instrument (‘dumpy’) an
nd by triang ulation. Fina
ally, in the last days of the field sc
chool, we
integrate
ed the drawing of plans into our worrk, and discu
ussed the problems of sttratigraphy evident
e
in
different areas of Ele
ephantine.
(C.J.)
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Fig. 2: “Life”-Circle of organic materials before becoming archaeological finds (diagram: J. Sigl, DAI).
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Fig. 29: Stela 45603K/b-10; Fig. 30: Reverse of Stela 45603K/b-10. (Fotos: A. KRAUSE, SI).

Fig. 31: Sketch map of Late Period town. A: Presumed location of 18th Dynasty chapel; B:
Processional route of 25th Dynasty; C: Temple enclosure of 26th Dynasty; D: Location of chapel of
Psametik II; E: Enclosure of 27th Dynasty.
Fig. 32: Statues of the MK in the filling of robbed foundation trench cutting into an older retaining wall.
At lower right paved processional route of 25th Dynasty bonding to retaining wall.
Fig. 33: Statue 45701L/c-2; Fig. 34: Statue 45701L/c-23 (Fotos: A. KRAUSE, SI).
Fig. 35: Mortar on decorated face of a NK pillar fragment (Foto: C. VON PILGRIM, SI).
Fig. 36: Three sides of a pillar from the barque station of Hatschepsut, found reused in the foundation
of the temple of Nectanebos II. (Darwing: F. ARNOLD/L. MAJERUS, DAI).
Fig. 37: Thutmosis I offering ointments to the goddess Anuket, lady of Nubia. Block reused in the
foundation of the temple of Nectanebos II. (Foto: F. ARNOLD, DAI).
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Fig. 41: Side view of Osiris Nesmeti Temple; Fig. 42: Lintel of side entrance: Block Y44 with
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Fig. 49 Participants of the training in museum education and with their trainer and the directors of the
Inspectorate and museum (Foto: J. SIGL, DAI).

